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ABSTRACT 

Research has shown that the ability to smell is the most direct sense 

an individual can experience.  With every breath a person takes, the brain 

recognizes thousands of molecules and makes connections with our memories 

to determine their composition. With the amount of research looking into how 

and why we smell, researchers still have little understanding of how the nose 

and brain process an aroma, and how emotional and physical behavior is 

impacted.  

This research focused on the affects smell has on a caregiver in a 

simulated Emergency Department setting located in the SimET of Banner 

Good Samaritan Medical Center in Phoenix, Arizona. The study asked each 

participant to care for a programmed mannequin, or “patient”, while 

performing simple computer-based tasks, including memory and recall, 

multi-tasking, and mood-mapping to gauge physical and mental performance. 

Three different aromatic environments were then introduced through 

diffusion and indirect inhalation near the participants’ task space: 1) a 

control (no smell), 2) an odor (simulated dirty feet), and 3) an aroma (one of 

four true essential oils plus a current odor-eliminating compound used in 

many U.S. Emergency Departments). This study was meant to produce a 

stressful environment by leading the caregiver to stay in constant movement 

throughout the study through timed tasks, uncooperative equipment, and a 

needy “patient”.  

The goal of this research was to determine if smells, and of what form 

of pleasantness and repulsiveness, can have an effect on the physical and 
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mental performance of emergency caregivers. Findings from this study 

indicated that the “odor eliminating” method currently used in typical 

Emergency Departments, coffee grounds, is more problematic than helpful, 

and the introduction of true essential oils may not only reduce stress, but 

increase efficiency and, in turn, job satisfaction.
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DEFINITIONS 

Aroma: This document will use the term ‘aroma’ as a pleasant and 

positive smell. The term aroma will be based on the perception of the 

investigator throughout the course of this document, as well as the perception 

given by participants during the experiment. 

Aromatherapy: Aromatherapy is an alternative medicine which uses 

essential oils from plants to help heal. This practice is gaining popularity in 

Europe’s hospitals, and has slowly made it way to the United States. 

Although aromatherapy can take the form of topical, oral, or aromatic uses, 

this study will focus only of the effects caused by inhalation of the essential 

oils through a diffuser (Buckle, 2003). 

Essential Oil: “An essential oil is a volatile liquid extracted from 

various plant parts by . . . distillation” (Cristina, 2004, p. 474). Because of 

their high concentration, these oils are measured in drops. To give an 

example of the high concentration, a single drop of an essential oil can be the 

equivalent of 30 cups of tea (Cristina, 2004). 

Odor: An odor will be used to describe an unpleasant or negative-

effecting smell. The term will be used based on the perception of participants 

during interviews, as well as the investigator throughout this study. 

Odorants: According to the Oxford American Dictionary, the term 

‘odorant’ is an object or substance that releases or ‘gives off’ a smell. These 

substances can give off a particular odor or aroma. 

Olfactory: The term ‘olfactory’ is used by the medical field to describe 

a system in the body. Similar to how ‘auditorial’ relates to hearing and 
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‘visual’ relates to seeing, ‘olfactory’ - or olfaction - corresponds to the sense 

and the perception of smells (Nef, 1998). 

Performance: This study classifies performance as the resulting 

factors from an individual’s response time, alertness, and personal stress 

factors. Each of these factors may help or hinder the other, all correlating to 

the performance of the individual.  

Scent: The term ‘scent’ is classified as distinctive smell that is usually 

pleasant, or a characteristic smell of animals. This document will use the 

term as the distinguishing identification for individuals.  

Smell: During the course of this thesis, the term ‘smell’ will be used 

both as the action of detecting or perceiving an odor or scent, as well as an 

overarching term to define either a positive aroma or negative odor (McKean, 

2005). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

One of the most common complaints about hospitals is the unique odor 

referred to as “hospital smell”, which can be derived from chemicals, 

equipment off-gassing, and even from those admitted. Although most of the 

population is exposed to these odors as a patient or visitor, these same 

stimuli and distractions are present to those from whom the expectation is 

nothing less than “peak performance” in every aspect of patient care. 

Generally, the staff of an Emergency Department is exposed to intense 

negative odors at a higher frequency than most employees in a typical non-

hospital work environment. The question then becomes how staff – and more 

importantly, the caregivers who interact with these odiferous persons and 

situations – is affected by these continuously lingering and constantly 

evolving odors.  

The fact that nurses can become easily acclimated into their 

environment - especially if they are stationed in a department where patients 

can stay from days to months - is not an exciting new idea in olfaction 

research. However, when patient turnaround is less than 24 hours, and new 

occupants are brought in on average of every three hours, plus the added 

increased population of homeless, a very different story plays out. For many 

inner-city Emergency Departments across the U.S. this scenario can be a 

daily occurrence providing a cornucopia of smells that can waft throughout 

the department within minutes.  
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The following thesis discusses how different odors and aromas can 

affect the performance of Emergency Department nurses through research 

and experimentation. The pilot study focuses on the effects of performance for 

a general population through monitoring their physical stress while 

performing web-based computerized tasks. The formal study concentrates on 

Emergency Department nurses and their reaction to smells while working on 

simple web-based computer tasks and caring for a mock patient in a 

simulated emergency environment. 

The following chapter will introduce the reader to the research scope 

which includes current problems that influenced the conception of this topic, 

the objectives and intentions of the study, the justification and significance to 

pursuing this research, the methodology, and assumptions and limitations of 

the study. 

Problem Statement 

Today's Emergency Departments are expanding with an aging 

population of caregivers. The average age of these nurses has recently 

increased to 46.8 years,  leaving only 8% of all Registered Nurses to be under 

the age of 30 (Minority Nursing, 2009). With these statistics, and the rate of 

retention decreasing, it is clear that improvements need to be considered in 

these high environmentally stimulating departments for increasing the 

performance and job satisfaction of caregivers by providing pleasant 

ambiance, and the ability to safely and naturally reduce stress. With the 

persuasive effect of odors providing a baseline, this study measured 

performance through olfactory stimulus – as a way to simulate a common 
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occurrence in a typical Emergency Department. This explored a seemingly 

uncharted topic for research with a focus on how to improve the working 

environment for these individuals. 

The goal of this study focused on how smells - both, positive (pleasant) 

aromas as well as negative (unpleasant) odors - affect caregiver productivity.  

The diagram below depicts the conceptual framework of this study, focusing 

on odors and aromas as the environmental influence acting on the 

performance and wellbeing of the caregivers measured through response 

time, alertness, physical stress, and job satisfaction. 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework. This diagram depicts how two different smell types (odor and 

aroma) affect caregiver productivity which was based on their response time, alertness, 
physical stress, and job satisfaction. 

 Objectives/Intentions 

There were three main objectives of this study:  

1) The first objective to determine if unpleasant odors in an Emergency 

Department positively or negatively affect caregiver productivity - 

specifically, how accuracy, retention, and stress is affected compared 

to a controlled environment with no olfactory stimuli.  
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2) The second objective sought to determine if introducing a pleasant 

aroma could positively or negatively affect caregiver productivity by 

influencing performance and physical reactions.  

3) The third objective aimed to determine if the introduction of an 

aroma following the presence of an odor played any affect by 

improving or hindering caregiver productivity. This final objective 

was tested during the formal study only. 

Justification 

This research topic is important for two reasons:  

1) The first reason correlates with the fact that there is a lack of 

research to determine if smells can play a part in how a caregiver 

performs in a high-intensity environment.  

2) The second reason is to find a safe and effective tool busy nurses can 

turn to in stressful situations that can help increase their 

performance without producing a residual counteractive reaction 

hours later. 

Availability of Current Research.  

There are numerous studies on how to better improve performance for 

nurses, and an even more abundant amount of information on how essential 

oils, the more pleasant aromas used in this study, can recover emotional and 

physical distress. Research has shown that human behavior may be most 

persuaded by odor; however, there is very little information on how these 

smells can affect how a nurse reacts to their patients via purely olfactory 

stimulus (Rosso, 2007). This knowledge is important to determine if a nurse 
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subconsciously reacts slower, or less enthusiastically, when caring for a 

patient who emits an unpleasant odor.  

In addition to unpleasant odors causing reaction to caregivers, this 

study uses a technique called “aromatherapy” to diffuse, or introduce, 

pleasant aromas into the air in order to determine how performance could be 

modified. However, as Sylvina Tate describes, “. . . although holistic in 

nature, [aromatherapy] is not a research-based practice” therefore, has no 

definite confirmation on how each essential oil truly affects the individual 

using it (1997). It is an unfortunate fact that olfaction research and 

information on caregiver performance are not common topics, let alone 

information on how nurse performance is affected by olfactory stimulus. This 

research will hope to bridge a gap between the current lack of research 

regarding nurse productivity and a currently under-researched topic of 

olfactory persuasion. 

Positive Influence to Increase Caregiver Performance. 

For many people, stress is an everyday effect of work, school, and 

additional activities that can, in fact, be healthy in moderation. However, 

when anxiety elevates the stress response beyond capacity, “the brain loses 

the ability to think clearly and memory function is eroded” (McCaffrey, 

Thomas, & Kinzelman, 2009, p. 88). In a 2002 study, 37% of Emergency 

Department Registered Nurses reported feeling a daily occurrence of being 

under a great deal of stress which may, in turn, affect their performance of 

treating patients (McGinnis, Moore, & Armstrong, 2006). Currently, 

caregivers turn to over-the-counter prescriptions, coffee, and energy drinks to 
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change, or improve, their own state of being. This may allow for an 

immediate increase in alertness, but may consequently result in “crashes” 

later in the shift. 

A potentially simple solution to assisting caregivers to de-stress and 

stay alert is by introducing an aroma for them to inhale at their leisure which 

may have a better result, and perform better, than the current remedies. 

Much of the research encompassing essential oils exhibit a strong positive 

response from its use; these can range from reducing stress, to easing 

manacles such as headaches and joint pain. 

Significance  

The statistics regarding Registered Nurses (RNs) in the US is nearly 

three million strong. 56.2% of these RNs work primarily in hospitals, with 

92% being women – the gender most affected by smells (Minority Nursing, 

2009). This next section will review the significance to pursuing this thesis, 

starting from the most basic of inhalation benefits, to the financial gain from 

the results of this study, and then the potential for an overall indoor 

environmental quality of future Emergency Departments. 

Smelling is Absolute 

Other than the rare few who lack the complete or sometimes partial 

ability to smell, every person is programed with olfactory receptors to enable 

them to experience the different odors and aromas even before they are born, 

while in utero, which can predetermine odor preferences influenced by 

environmental factors (Poncelet, et al., 2010). Because these connections are 

created at such an early period in the development process, each person is 
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pre-programmed to initially react a certain way to different odors and 

aromas. As a person takes a breath, the brain is able to process hundreds of 

the different odors and aromas that are encountered (Ackerman, 1991). In a 

single day, an individual can breathe over 23,000 times, exposing themselves 

to a multitude of smells (Rosso, 2007). In Emergency Departments across the 

nation, the odds of inadvertently inhaling something malodorous by simply 

doing this mechanical task further emphasizes the essence of this thesis. 

To say that olfaction exploration is a menially-researched topic is no 

understatement, but what is known is critical to human existence. As Diane 

Ackerman notes, "smell is the most direct of all of our senses" but the least 

noted about in textbooks (1991, p. 10). It can take only seconds for the brain 

to process hundreds of volatile chemicals and correlate the mixtures from 

memory to decipher what we know it to be something common or new. There 

is an immediate reaction by a person when they smell something that 

determines if it is pleasant or unpleasant, as well as targets memories to 

arouse (Buckle, 2003). The sense of smell does not only provide individuals 

with an exciting ability to interact with their environment differently, it has 

multiple roles that include: responding to pleasant aromas through activating 

salivary and gastric secretions, influencing sexual behavior and emotional 

states, and providing social and food hygiene information (Nef, 1998). In 

addition, the ability to smell is the only one of the five senses to directly 

influence another sense. Without the ability to smell, a person has 

concurrently lost the ability to taste; making this ability primal and absolute. 
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Cost Efficiency 

For many caregivers, the exposure, complexities, and stress of working 

in an Emergency Department can bring on a series of ill effects that can 

prohibit their ability to perform at their peak. Many of these ailments could 

include:  headaches, nausea, allergic reactions, etc. In most cases, the 

immediate response to this scenario is for nurses to take over-the-counter 

medication, which can take time to make an improvement, and some have 

undesirable side effects which may further hinder the caregiver. In the case 

of using essential oils as an inhaled remedy, a number of common illnesses, 

such as headaches or nausea, can be quickly, safely, and economically used to 

better assist these individuals. For example, in a 1996 study with 164 

individuals who were experiencing a headache, a 10% Mentha piperita 

(peppermint) preparation resulted in 41 subjects who experienced their 

headache intensity decrease significantly within 15 minutes of using the oil 

(Kligler & Chaudhary, 2007). This type of rapid, natural effectiveness could 

be the missing tool in today’s hectic hospitals. 

Many of the essential oils are non-invasive, causing very few 

adversarial effects and the product operational and distribution cost can be 

cheaper than many pharmacological treatments (Hines, Steels, Chang, & 

Gibbins, 2010). With only three to five drops of an essential oil placed on a 

cotton ball or handkerchief, the aroma of these oils can last for four to six 

hours – up to half of an average twelve-hour shift for Emergency Department 

nurses. In addition, because the dosage used for these oils are measured in 

drops, and a five ml bottle of essential oil can contain about 100 drops, the 
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cost savings is significant compared to that of over-the-counter medications. 

As a comparison, Advil consists of 200 milligrams of medication per dose, and 

costs about seven dollars for 50 caplets, or $0.14 per single dose (assuming 

the user only takes one pill for relief). Whereas, only 25% of a single milliliter 

of essential oil can equal the same dosage needed, but costs about six dollars 

for a five ml bottle, or $0.04 per dose. If an individual needs to combat a 

headache twice a week for a year, they could spend up to $21 dollars for two 

pills of Advil while have taken 20,800 milligrams of medication, or $6 for an 

essential oil and only use 11.44 milliliters per year. 

Advil:  

   
       

      
⁄      

  
    ⁄         

  
      ⁄  

   
  

    ⁄             ⁄                   
  

    ⁄  

             ⁄             ⁄              ⁄                        

          

Essential Oil:  

         ⁄                   ⁄    
       

      
          ⁄             ⁄   

          ⁄              ⁄                        ⁄  

            ⁄            ⁄           ⁄                        

       

In addition, David Stewart notes that “death or serious injury from 

proper use of essential oils is unheard of and non-existent.” However, even 

when using a prescription drug properly, the threat of a serious injury or 

death is still a plausible situation (2010).   
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Improved Indoor Air Quality 

Last, but not least, this thesis has been derived from the increased 

toxic air quality seen in many of today’s Emergency Departments and the 

promising remedial affects from true essential oils. Over the past few years, 

there has been more evidence to suggest that the topical and inhaled use of 

essential oils “can positively impact the immune system by improving mood, 

increasing brain activity, and enhancing other biological functions important 

to health and healing” (Buckle, 2003, p. 310). In the design of a healthcare 

facility, especially a hospital, the requirement to improve indoor air quality is 

a top priority to prevent contaminates from spreading between departments 

and infecting their patients, as well as to ensure the reduction of “stale air”.  

Currently, little is done to reduce this tainted air from spreading in a safe 

and efficient method. Essential oils not only provide a more pleasant aroma 

in the air, the antibacterial effects can provide a safer environment for 

caregivers to work and breathe in. 

Although, there are current remedies for nurses during their shifts to 

help change their physical states, from reducing headaches to increasing 

alertness, this thesis focuses on the naturalistic approach to ease pain and 

discomfort while providing a cost efficient tool for the facility without the use 

of artificial chemical compositions impacting the brain. 

Methodology 

This quasi-experimental research was developed to compare and 

contrast different aromatic environment groups in order to find a correlation 

between smell inhaled and performance.  
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The pilot study consisted of 16 participants, none of whom were 

licensed Registered Nurses. Groups were formed semi-randomly to ensure an 

even distribution to each smell category and were asked to partake in six 

web-based computerized tasks. Participants were initially informed that the 

study was to gauge performance but information on the use of aromas and 

odors was stated clearly on the consent form. Complete deception was 

unfortunately unavailable during the pilot study as the odor-producing smell 

could not be accurately controlled without participant awareness and some 

participants were previously aware smell would be used – they were, 

however, were not informed of the type of smell.  

The formal study consisted of eight caregivers (Registered Nurses, 

Emergency Department techs, and Physicians) who were all currently, or 

previously, employed with the Banner Health System. Subjects participated 

in three aromatic environments (control, odor, and aroma) and were asked to 

care for a simulated patient (programmable mannequin) as they performed a 

series of four web-based computerized tests similar to the pilot study. All 

subjects were made fully aware that they would participate in three aromatic 

environments, however, were not informed of the smells being used and at 

what point in the study they were introduced. 

Assumptions/Limitations  

The hypothesis for this study determined that an unpleasant odor 

would drastically decrease the performance of a caregiver due to negative 

environmental distractions and atmospheric stimuli. In contrast, the 

assumed outcome of the pleasant aroma was an increase in the caregiver’s 
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productivity due to a more pleasant atmospheric stimulus causing reduced 

stress and satisfaction in completion of the task at hand. 

Limitations to the study included the ability to perform tests in the 

physical Emergency Department environment for safety and accurateness of 

data. Because every person reacts to a smell (pleasant or unpleasant) 

differently, and the occurrence of an unpleasant odor could not be planned or 

scheduled in an active Emergency Department, the study location was moved 

to a more controlled environment for both the pilot and formal study. This 

removed actual patients from the study, thus reducing potential variables. 

Conclusion 

This chapter highlighted the main purpose of this study being geared 

towards the effects of odors and aromas on caregiver performance in a 

simulated Emergency Department. A problem statement was given, followed 

by the main objectives that were sought to answer the research questions. 

Justification and significance was then added to bring more reason to the 

purpose of this study and the benefits that may arise from positive results.  

Finally, the methodology of the pilot study and formal study was provided 

succeeded by the assumptions and limitations to both studies. The 

superseding chapters discussed the research behind the study, descriptions of 

both the pilot and formal study - and the modifications made to better 

improve the formal study based on the findings of the pilot, the findings of 

the formal study, and the research conclusion.
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The following chapter will discuss subject matter on the research 

found to support the importance of this thesis topic. To begin, the chapter will 

review the basic ability to smell: what smell is, why we smell, and how we are 

able to do so. Following the logistics, the chapter will propose how odors 

affect performance and why olfaction is important to caregivers in an 

Emergency Department. To conclude, a description of, and positive benefits 

to, using aromatherapy will be examined - which will include the different 

effects from the essential oils used in both experiments of this research study. 

What is Smell 

The human brain is an extraordinary tool able to distinguish even the 

simplest of objects. Take a book, for example, which might seem to have a 

distinctive smell on its own; however, the human brain does not register the 

olfactory sensation as “book”. Instead, it compares hundreds of volatile 

compounds - including those that make up the binding, the pages, and the 

dust, forming a concoction of olfactory flavors (Nef, 1998). These compounds 

waft over the olfactory receptor sheet, located near the back of the nasal 

cavity, which recognizes the mixture as a singular object: “book” (Wilson & 

Stevenson, 2006). Unlike other senses which have evolved to create a range 

for themselves - such as light for vision, pressure for touch, and sound for 

hearing - the olfactory sensation appears to have no limit with its sense of 

smell, and in conjunction, the ability to taste. Unfortunately, smell and taste 

are the most misunderstood of the five senses, seem to be the most forgotten 
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in research, and largely taken for granted in everyday living (Brewer, Castle, 

& Pantelis, 2006). Although the human’s dependence on smell in order to 

survive has been reduced over many generations, this sense is a huge portion 

of a person’s individual makeup. Take, for instance, a single genome, which is 

a full set of chromosomes that contains all of the inheritable traits of an 

organism. Three genes, or three full sets of chromosomes, are needed for a 

person to view the full color pallet; however, the olfactory system makes up 

only 1/13 of a genome in an individual (Brewer, Castle, & Pantelis, 2006).  

Smell is also a continuously evolving sense which can peak around a 

person’s middle age, typically between 20-40 years (Rosso, 2007). After this 

peak, a slow deterioration can occur that can range from a minimal reduction 

in the ability to smell to the complete inability (Doty, 1984). This section will 

further discuss the biological science of smell. 

 What is Considered a Smell 

The idea of smell can be as unique as the person who perceives it; and 

can be further sub-categorized into either “odor” or “aroma”. In first 

considering odors, it is important to know that there are two categories: 

source and ambient. Source odors are those that exist at the point of origin, 

or at the point of exit, to the general surroundings, while ambient odors are 

those existing in the global atmosphere (Rosso, 2007). Smell can then be 

broken down even further to distinguish the type of olfactory sensation a 

person senses. 

The diagram below is an illustration designed by Hans Henning in 

1916 to depict the classification of smells, much like how the taste 
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classifications of bitter, salty, and sweet interact to create a taste sensation. 

This prism design was created as a way to accurately place smell awareness 

in a three-dimensional form to better understand how people perceive 

olfactory sensations (Wilson & Stevenson, 2006). However, in the end, smells 

are only considered what they are by the individual who experiences them; 

therefore, what is considered to be a smell, depends primarily on the person. 

 

Figure 2: Odor prism of the relationship of different smells. This diagram depicts the 
complexity of classifications related to smell. 

Why We Smell 

The phenomenon to perceive odors and aromas by means of the 

olfactory nerves extends far beyond the simple capability to experience 

different odors and aromas. The human body utilizes the dexterity to smell 

for biological, survival, and memorable needs. This section will discuss these 

different purposes as to why humans were built to have the ability to 

perceive fragrances and emanations. 
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 Biological 

From the moment humans are first born, infants use their sense of 

smell to make connections. During the very first moments of life, a newborn 

identifies its mother by her aroma, and her scent sensation can last a lifetime 

(Buckle, 2003). However, just like an individual’s ability to hear, humans 

have evolved to have an apex performance in their ability to smell followed by 

a depression in performance. In a study using 1,955 participants, results 

revealed that a person’s ability to identify and associate smells progresses 

from birth until it reaches its apex performance between the ages of 20 and 

40 years, also considered the prime mating age (Siksorski, 1984). It is during 

this time that in order to attract a mate, humans and many animals release 

pheromones, which are voluntarily expelled airborne chemicals that affect 

members of the same species physiologically and behaviorally (Buckle, 2003). 

This act of pheromone release can be hardly noticeable to the opposite sex but 

can provide an intense sensation to the potential mate experiencing it. 

Amazingly, this pheromone release also acts as an important barrier for 

humans to steer clear of potential relatives, indicating the immune system’s 

make-up does not provide adequate diversity in order to thrive. In a study 

were women were asked to smell a used shirt from males who had done an 

extensive workout to determine the effects of potential arousal, the women 

indicated that they were more strongly unattracted to the shirts worn by 

their male family members. This negative attraction acted as a biological 

warning system to provide security in finding better mates, and the mate 
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most suited would have an immune system different that their own which 

would allow for stronger offspring (Fischer, et al., 2009).  

Researchers have found that once an individual reaches between 65 to 

80 years of age, more than 60% show olfactory impairment with a quarter of 

those having no ability to smell. Once these individuals pass the age of 80 

years, over 80% show having major olfactory impairment – half of those 

having no ability to smell at all (Siksorski, 1984). However, a number of 

research studies have shown that no matter the age, women tend to show a 

higher sensitivity to smells than men - especially during pregnancy 

(Ackerman, 1991). This heightened awareness may not only be the result of 

the biological need to reproduce healthy, stronger offspring, but the basic 

need for survival. 

Survival 

The biological need to reproduce has been an important factor to 

human evolution, but the capability to use the sense of smell as a way to 

survive has truly allowed generations to grow and be better immune to 

diseases and ailments. The ability for humans to experience and recognize 

odors serves as a warning system to allow for detecting such hazards as 

polluted environments, fire, and dangerous fumes - which may otherwise 

cause harm to an individual (Siksorski, 1984). Likewise, these environments 

do not allow for the growth and evolution of humans as hazards, such as 

fires, could not only damage shelters, but damage potential food sources. The 

idea of instantly recognizing a negative odor could have risen from our 

ancestors who noted that a bad smell could be the result of a poisonous or 
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potentially harmful food source (Smeets, Schifferstein, Boelema, & Lensvelt-

Mulders, 2008). Deadly food sources could reduce the human population 

which could potentially corrupt the evolution of human immunity, naturally 

and through biological networks. It is believed that smell perception serves as 

a “hedonic agent for the enjoyment of fragrances” as well as the “prototypical 

sensor for self-preservation against potentially harmful substances in the 

atmosphere” (Smeets, Schifferstein, Boelema, & Lensvelt-Mulders, 2008, p. 

733). The ability to smell allows for the enjoyment of pleasant surroundings, 

while maintaining a keen perspective on the surrounding environments. 

Unlike other senses, such as sight, the ability to smell takes on a number of 

rolls simultaneously, but how?  

How We Smell 

This section will discuss the biology of how an individual is capable to 

perform the action of smelling. The following will introduce how a person is 

first able to perceive an odor or aroma, followed by an explanation of the 

process by which perceiving the smells occurs, by also delving deeper into the 

chemical and nerve reactions. To conclude, this section will describe the 

different degrees of smelling capabilities unique to every person. 

Perception 

There are currently two theories on how smell perception is possible: 

the molecular theory and the vibration theory. The vibration theory 

hypothesizes that vibrations in the atmosphere are used to recognize a smell, 

whereas the molecular theory speculates that inhaled odor molecules 

"informs the brain of the presence of a particular aroma" (Rosso, 2007). As 
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the more accepted of the two theories, researchers believe perception is due to 

chemoreceptor cells in the olfactory epithelium, a cellular covering of surfaces 

in and on the body that includes small cavities and the lining of vessels that 

experience a chemical reaction by gas molecules (Peng, 2009) (Farlex, 2012). 

Not only is the theory on how perception officially occurs unconfirmed, but 

the amount of recognizable odors is undetermined. Many scientists would 

agree that people are capable of differentiating up to 10,000 different smells 

(Butje, Repede, & Shattell, 2008). However, some believe odor-receptor 

proteins have the ability to detect over twice that amount (Nef, 1998). With 

so many potential odor experiences, it may be hard to imagine just how small 

a smell must be for it to be noticed. In 1998, Patrick Nef believed that the 

realization of a smell occurred with half the concentration required for 

identification of the smell (Detection: 4 x 10-15 g/l; identified: 2 x 10-13 g/l) 

(How We Smell: The Molecular and Cellular Basses of Olfaction). It was only 

recently, in 2004, that Richard Axel and Linda B. Buck won a Nobel Prize for 

their understanding of how individuals are capable for recognizing and 

remembering these thousands of smells. They determined that the olfactory 

system was composed of receptor cells that have a limited number of 

detectors for odorant substances resulting in each cell specializing on a few 

odors (Press Release: The 2004 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine).  

For some individuals, the floral fragrance of a rose or the putrid 

stench of an old gas station restroom will instigate a spontaneous comment or 

physical reaction. Other individuals will only notice these essences once they 

have been acknowledged by others (Smeets, Schifferstein, Boelema, & 
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Lensvelt-Mulders, 2008). Although most individuals have the dexterity to 

make out smells in a split-second manner, some are not able to quickly make 

the connection due to their olfactory consciousness. Olfactory consciousness is 

the “person’s awareness of the odoriferous sensation he or she perceives” 

(Smeets, Schifferstein, Boelema, & Lensvelt-Mulders, 2008, p. 726). This 

perception can vary widely between people from semantic processing (the 

deepest level of memory creating, storage, and usage) (Barton, 2010), odor 

sensitivity, hedonic (the characteristic pleasure) (“Hedonic - Medical 

Definition and More from Merriam-Webster,” n.d.), and higher olfactory 

cognition (Poncelet, et al., 2010). Therefore, people who lack the ability to 

involuntarily recognize smells do not experience richer or deeper emotions 

than those who otherwise would, which reduces their perception of smells 

creating a cycled effect (Smeets, Schifferstein, Boelema, & Lensvelt-Mulders, 

2008). Odor evaluation consists of odor identification, followed by odor 

concentration assessment, and finally estimating the odor’s psychological 

effect (Yamanaka, Sagara, Kotani, Takemura, & Fujiwara, 2009). Individuals 

who have a reduced olfactory consciousness therefore have a more difficult 

time not only in the awareness, but also in the recognition of smells. 

Although people have their own perception of a unique scent, 

sometimes the influences around them can create different sensations that 

what would be typically expected. One study found that the intensity of an 

odor was lower when subjects were informed positively that the odor was 

healthy or natural compared to subjects who were informed neutrally or 

negatively (Yamanaka, Sagara, Kotani, Takemura, & Fujiwara, 2009). With 
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this, one can make the assumption that a large part of smell perception is 

based on the influences of others and on previous knowledge on how to react. 

All in all, each person’s smell perception capability is unique to their own 

genetic make-up; however, the process on how this occurs is all the same. 

Smell Process 

To start the perception process, a person must first inhale to 

experience the smell. Depending on the type of smell, pleasant or unpleasant, 

the individual may inhale differently. When a person is confronted with a 

strong negative odor, the initial response is to take fewer, shorter, and 

smaller sniffs, reducing the amount the odor is exposed to the olfactory bulb. 

People who tend to inhale long, deep, breaths when a positive aroma is near 

do so in an attempt to savor the moment (Gilbert, 2008). No matter how a 

person decides to inhale, many researchers believe a chemical reaction occurs 

when a person takes a breath that is evoked by receptors in the brain. As a 

person breathes in, chemicals from the odor or aroma move up through the 

nose, behind a bridge which lies just beneath the part of the brain connected 

to the olfactory bulb, and attaches to millions of hair-like receptors. Because 

of the sensitivity of these receptors, and the ability for diverse chemicals to 

bind to distinct receptors, people are able to discern thousands of different 

smells (Buckle, 2003). These receptor sites can detect the most minuscule 

difference in a molecule due to its high sensitivity (Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 

2010). As the chemical process occurs, a neurological effect takes place as 

well.  
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As mentioned earlier, not every smell can be recognized. Recognition 

is dependent upon the number of triggers provoked and, although eight 

substance molecules are needed to trigger a nerve ending impulse, the action 

of acknowledging a smell – being able to genuinely smell and distinguish 

something - takes 40 triggers (Ackerman, 1991). Once these triggers have 

occurred, nerves within the nostril take the air that is inhaled through the 

cribriform plate, a perforated horizontal plate in the nasal cavity, to the 

nerves in the brain. Prior to the discovery of the olfactory nerve cells, where 

only 10% of inhaled air travels, scientists speculated that smell traveled 

directly through this area in the nose to the brain itself (Gilbert, 2008). The 

capability to smell does have a uniqueness factor to it in that the only nerve 

connected directly to the hemispheres of the brain is the olfactory nerve 

allowing stimulation to occur two-fold (Gilbert, 2008). Although aromas can 

be more potent to activate the portion of the brain called the amygdala than 

other senses (like visual & auditorial), PET (Positron Emission Tomography) 

scans have revealed that unpleasant odors are more likely to create an 

intense emotional reaction of the amygdala than pleasant aromas (Brewer, 

Castle, & Pantelis, 2006). However, no matter how the process occurs, every 

person has a specific degree of smelling capabilities. 

Degrees of Smelling Abilities 

Although each person’s sensitivity to smell varies dramatically, there 

are some instances where individuals were born with the reduction or 

absence of the ability to process smells. Anosmia is the highest and most 

drastic impaired ability as it relates to the complete loss of the sense of smell 
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where no memory connections can be made. One out of 200 million Americans 

suffer from this disease, and unfortunately, because the sense of smell and 

the sense of taste are linked, a person with anosmia, typically also lacks the 

ability to taste. One stage below of reduced aptitude to smell is hyposmia. 

While anosmia is the equivalent of someone who is deaf – completely lacking 

a sense - a person who suffers from hyposmia is equivalent to someone who is 

hard of hearing. About one to two percent of the U.S. population is estimated 

to suffer from anosmia or hyposmia; in some cases these diseases are not 

caused from birth defects (Gilbert, 2008). Some instances of anosmia or 

hyposmia could be the result of aging, concussion, brain tumor, birth, & toxic 

chemicals (Rosso, 2007). The common act of smoking is one of the highest 

contributors to avoidable olfactory impairment. An individual’s ability to 

experience smell identification could have an adverse effect if that individual 

was a smoker (Doty, 1984). Although some smokers – even long-term – 

believe their sense of smell performs at normal or even heightened levels, 

damage from this habit can directly affect a person’s ability to recognize and 

identify smells. A study showed that those who were current cigarette 

smokers were twice as likely to have an impaired sense of smell compared to 

non-smokers (Fackelmann, 1990).  Studies have shown that the damage 

made to olfactory nerves could result in a lengthy recovery process. As an 

example, a five year smoker would have to go without a single cigarette for 

up to ten years before showing a somewhat normal sense of smell. This shows 

that even after smoke inhalation has ceased for years, the chemicals 

contained in cigarette smoke can damage the sense of smell from repeated 
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exposure (Fackelmann, 1990). Luckily for smokers, the possibility of 

regaining the original ability to smell is possible because the lifespan of 

olfactory neurons. Due to the body’s natural intelligence to grow, olfactory 

neurons have a lifespan of 30-40 days, allowing for rapid redevelopment (Nef, 

1998). Although this timeframe may seem rapid, smoke inhalation damages 

could mean a lengthy and extensive repair for an individual.  

Finally, the last commonly known smell perception-related disease 

some individuals experience is parosmia. Parosmia is defined as having a 

distorted perception of smell (Gilbert, 2008). Individuals who suffer from this 

disease may experience smells differently than the average person may 

otherwise perceive. For example, a pleasant scent, like a rose, can smell as 

vulgar as garbage to a person with this disability, and vice-versa (Rosso, 

2007). This particular impairment can be commonly confused with MCS, or 

Multiple Chemical Sensitivity. MCS occurs when people are extremely 

sensitive to chemicals – especially those in perfumes. These individuals have 

instant symptoms at the slightest whiff of these compounds but do not 

necessarily perceive them to be vulgar (Gilbert, 2008). Unfortunately, what 

many people do not realize is the cause of reaction is typically due to the 

alcohols and chemicals.  

Why Smell is Important for Caregivers in the Emergency Department 

The following section will discuss the importance of smells, both 

pleasant and unpleasant, for medical caregivers. It will review the instant 

effect smell has on an individual, and how adaptation occurs. This section 
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will also look at how caregivers use their sense of smell to help treat patients, 

and the issues that factor into how they perform their work. 

Instantaneous Effect  

In a healthcare setting, especially in a hospital Emergency 

Department, nurses and staff are constantly exposed to an assortment of 

smells - many which could be classified as “unpleasant”. The reaction of 

smells can have a physiologic and psychological effect on those who 

experience it (Buckle, 2003). When a medical physician is responsible for 

caring for a patient under offensive conditions, they remain obligated to 

perform professionally and treat the patent with respect and with as much 

importance as another patient with non-emanating odors. Although some 

unpleasant odors could induce a negative emotion or physical reaction, such 

as gagging, it does not always mean it is harmful (Peng, 2009).  

As mentioned earlier, every person experiences and reacts to smells 

differently. Some of these diverse reactions could be caused by mood, age, 

gender, and time of day – all which can play a part in creating sensitivity to 

some smells. As an example, Dr. Bryan Raudenbush from Wheeling Jesiut 

University performed a study to find the link between physical activity 

performance & smell. Eighteen males and 22 females who were all athletes 

and with a mean age of 20 years, performed a stress test on a treadmill. 

Every three minutes the incline on the machine would increase until a total 

of 15 minutes was performed. Each participant completed this study four 

separate times 48 hours apart from each other with the smell of jasmine, 

peppermint, dimethyl sulfide, and a ‘control’. The smells used were chosen for 
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their ability to influence mood or performance, and were introduced through 

nasal tubes mixed with low flow oxygen. With each exercise, blood pressure, 

pulse, & oxygen consumption was measured and participants were asked the 

difficulty level of the exercise. Results indicated that participants found the 

task was easier and more slowly paced with peppermint, but no other 

differences were made with the other smells (Rosso, 2007). The findings from 

this study could be a stepping stone for positive olfaction stimuli in hospitals 

as it begins to show the mental effects an aroma has. By using an essential 

oil, such as peppermint, to make emergency staff believe the work they are 

producing is less than what it actually may be, caregivers may be better able 

to respond quicker and with a higher awareness of the surroundings.  

William N. Denber, PhD and Joel S. Warm, PhD performed a 40 

minute stressful task via the computer separating participants into either a 

room scented with peppermint or an unscented room. The study showed that 

the peppermint room had participants with more correct answers and whose 

performance levels did not decline. Although Dr. Denber and Dr. Warm had 

participants perform the task over a period of time to determine a cause and 

effect, they actually did not need the task to be so lengthy to determine a 

result. It is believed that the impact of aromas can be so instant that the 

thought of a particular smell can be just as powerful as the actual inhalation 

of it (Buckle, 2003). Similarly, even the idea of expecting a smell can induce 

odor perception, which, in the case of an emergency caregiver who may have 

the knowledge of their patient’s illness prior to seeing them, triggers the 

brain to begin firing off signals about the sensation they are about the expect 
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(Gilbert, 2008). Therefore, a caregiver could potentially be affected by a 

negative odor even before physically experiencing it which may, in turn, 

prematurely affect their performance. 

What happens when the smell experienced is unidentifiable? The 

scent could potentially be pleasant or revolting; however, caregivers could 

possibly react inadequately. Research has indicated that the central nervous 

system could experience widespread effects when it comes to smell, which has 

the ability to arouse memories, change moods, and also cause distraction 

(Raudenbush, Grayhem, Sears, & Wilson, 2009) (Smeets, Schifferstein, 

Boelema, & Lensvelt-Mulders, 2008). One example of this occurrence 

transpired during the pilot study where one participant noted that, although 

the aroma they had been exposed to was pleasant, they found themselves 

becoming distracted by it in an attempt to identify what the smell was rather 

than focus on the task at hand. This direct behavior response can be due to 

the sensation of smell which we, as humans, crave. Even in the case of 

perfumes, people drench themselves for the perception of a heightened sense 

of a particular essence even though it is not needed to survive (Rosso, 2007).  

The problem, in this case, is not whether the smell is pleasant or repulsive, 

but rather the level of distraction it produces. Even the most beautiful scents 

can cause an individual to become more focused on the aroma, and the 

connection as to what that smell is, as opposed to performing other tasks. 

Finally, any smell, no matter if it is pleasant or appalling, has the 

ability to create lasting impressions on a person. An intense trauma 

associated with a smell can leave an indelible imprint on a person (Gilbert, 
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2008). Avery Gilbert notes an instance where a fire department paramedic 

was called to assist an injured mechanic who had been maimed when a tire 

exploded; the resulting effect was a badly damaged face. When mouth-to-

mouth resuscitation was attempted, the paramedic had a difficult time 

locating the mouth and the victim died just after vomiting on the paramedic. 

For years the smell-linked trauma haunted him; when faced with a foul odor, 

he would experience a sudden nausea attack. Although this instance may 

have been extreme, the rule remains the same - that it only takes a single 

occurrence of physical distress for an odor to trigger an illness (Gilbert, 2008). 

In the case of an Emergency Department caregiver, it is important to know 

these trigger smells in the event a patient or family member enters in with 

this lingering smell. A single waft can cause more pandemonium in the 

department than necessary. However, there is an idea for a product that 

would cease specific molecules from triggering a sensation. According to 

Avery Gilbert, this “odor blocker” could make hospitals more pleasant to work 

in which would, in turn, make for happier patients (2008). But, until this 

time, other safe means must be taken into account. 

Olfactory Adaptation 

Another important note about how the human brain is affected by 

smell is its ability to adapt. Although it can be difficult for one person to 

identify a smell, “the olfactory system is always ready for the detection of 

novel odor molecules, but once they have been recognized, adaptation takes 

place and the odor signal is no longer perceived in a conscious manner” (Nef, 

1998, p. 1). Take, for instance, the example of walking into a craft store. 
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Many times, as a person walks in, they are bombarded by a strong waft of 

smells. However, as the consumer begins to walk throughout the store, the 

scents of potpourri, artificial foliage, and markers start to drift away. This 

occurs because “the longer you are exposed to an odor, the more you adapt to 

it.” (Gilbert, 2008, p. 85). An effect known as ‘olfactory adaptation’ occurs 

when an individual is exposed to a new odor for a long period of time and 

eventually the smell fades into the background (Gilbert, 2008). It is no longer 

new or novel, and the person “gets used to it”. Although this particular 

adaptation would seem preferred in an unpleasant situation, this could be 

detrimental for emergency caregivers in patient evaluation. 

Medical Treatment and Patient Evaluation 

As discussed in a future section, nurses and caregivers use their sense 

of smell to help diagnose a patient. However, irrelevant of their occupation, 

people always evaluate others based on their odor (Rosso, 2007). Consider 

taking a stroll downtown one evening and accidentally bumping into someone 

who was ‘homeless’. Logic would say that this person has done nothing 

necessarily wrong in society, and a simple apology from both parties would 

suffice. However, the olfactory nerves tend to fire off indicating an urgent 

need to leave the presence of this individual, typically with no exchange of 

words. According to George Simmel, the most intimate perception of another 

individual is smelling their body odor due to the fact “they penetrate in a 

gaseous form into our most sensory inner being” (Pink, 2009, pp. 17-18). One 

of the most repulsive sources of an odor in the Emergency Department 

doesn’t always come from the odor emitted from a patient’s skin; many 
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nurses gag at the emanation that comes from the bowels of a patient. During 

an observation at Banner Good Samaritan Medical Center, a foul odor wafted 

throughout the entire department – although it was not visibly apparent due 

to the casual workflow of the caregivers. When one nurse was asked what the 

odor was, they calmly replied “dirty feet” and carried on. However, when 

asked if the smell was unbearable, they chuckled and indicated that nothing 

was worse than the smell of a GI (Gastro Intestinal) bleed. In nearly every 

other response, it became apparent that the odors that were most offensive 

were ones that came from the bowels. Every person is aware of this smell, but 

little know why fecal odor is so potent. In 1984, researchers from Salt Lake 

City discovered that the key chemicals turned out to be sulfur-containing 

compounds such as dimethyl disulfide, dimethyl trisulfide, and methyl 

mercaptan (Gilbert, 2008).  

It is known that a number of ailments a patient experiences can 

produce a foul odor; caregivers can sometimes use those emanations as clues 

to what the patient might be suffering from. Some examples include: yellow 

fever resembling the stench of a butcher shop, measles smelling like fresh 

plucked feathers, typhus mirroring the trace of mice, or nephritis smelling 

similar to ammonia. Other patient conditions, like the plague, can smell 

sweet and ironically similar to yellow apples; in addition, diabetes can 

simulate the scent of sugar (Ackerman, 1991). It is with these essences, along 

with the human body odor, that makes the most undeniable indoor source of 

odor: occupant-produced (Shusterman, 2010). Considering the aroma of some 

departments in a hospital where fresh plastic packaging takes precedence, 
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many would overlook the smell and carry on. However, it is when these odors 

of plastic wrappings and chemicals combine with occupant-produced smells 

that the unpleasant odors is created that many associate with a hospital 

setting. Although many would agree that their sense of smell can instantly 

trigger a memory, studies have shown that memory odors have the same 

level of effectiveness as other senses (Gilbert, 2008).  

Finally, odors in the Emergency Departments may not be limited to 

patient medical issues. During a weekend course on aromatherapy and 

reflexology, the instructor commented that some hospitals, including Banner 

Desert Medical Center in Mesa, Arizona, use certain oils such as Mentha 

piperita (peppermint) to help women in labor induce their contractions. This 

method has been used to help mothers as the oil is believed to ‘excite the 

muscles’, making the delivery process easier for the mother. It is clear to see 

that olfactory sensations can greatly benefit caregivers in their line of work – 

whether by easing patients or helping to diagnose them. However, little is 

known about what affect this has on the caregiver and how they perform. 

Common Caregiver Issues 

Emergency Department caregivers could be considered some of the 

most dedicated professionals in their willingness to endure unmentionable 

circumstances and priorities. In 2011, Emergency Departments nationwide 

had 110 million visits, each unique in their own way (Mcginnis, 2006). With 

every one of those visits, caregivers must perform all of the tasks necessary in 

order to diagnose, treat, and comfort the patient. As reported by the 

Emergency Nurses Association (ENA), the typical Emergency Department 
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nurse carries out the following tasks: triage and prioritization, assessment, 

response evaluation, planning, analysis, nursing diagnosis, interventions 

implementation, preparedness of emergency operations, outcome 

identification, crisis intervention, and resuscitation and stabilization 

(Mcginnis, 2006).   

With so much information to gather and maintain, it would seem that 

stress would be inevitable in the workplace. According to author Lynn 

Keegan, “the term ‘stress’ refers to a heightened physical or mental state 

produced by a change in the internal or external environment” (2003, p. 56). 

In a 2002 study done to compare the amount of stress between nurses in 

different departments, 37% of emergency Registered Nurses (RNs) reported 

feeling that they were under a great amount of stress that occurred daily, 

compared to 30% of other non-emergency RNs. In addition, where 3% of other 

RNs felt they have never been under a great amount of stress, none of the 

emergency RNs reported this perception indicating that stress was a daily 

occurrence in the Emergency Department at some level (Mcginnis, 2006). 

This, in turn, would mean that at any point in time, emergency caregivers 

could experience any of the 26 symptoms that are a result of prolonged stress 

including: tires easily, breathlessness, nervousness, chest pain, sighing, 

dizziness, faintness, apprehensiveness, headache, paresis, weakness, 

trembling, unsatisfactory breathing, insomnia, unhappiness, shakiness, 

continuous fatigue all the time, sweating, fear of death, smothering, syncope, 

nervous chill, urinary frequency, vomiting & diarrhea, anorexia, palpitations 

(Buckle, 2003).   
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    Unfortunately, because of today’s world of increasing technology, 

"society works & lives in stagnant structures" (Rosso, 2007, p. 29). In a 

healthcare setting, sanitation is paramount to prevent hospital acquired 

infections (HAI). Unfortunate cases where patients come into the hospital 

with one ailment, and leave with (or remain as an inpatient due to) easily 

contracted infections is a more common scene then healthcare officials would 

like to admit. The use of essential oils has shown to reduce the spread of 

bacteria when used topically, orally, and even when inhaled, which has the 

potential of reducing the number of hospital acquired infections. In addition 

to working in an enclosed environment, the staff can be more susceptible to 

odors, as well as, bacteria.  

What is Aromatherapy? 

Aromatherapy has been around for thousands of years, and has played 

a distant part in many different cultures through medicines and religious 

ceremonies. In today’s society, ‘aromatherapy’ is considered to be the use of 

essential plant-based oils in a therapeutic practice (Tillett & Ames, 2010). 

Today, about 375-400 essential oils are made available to clinical and 

therapeutic aromatherapists, and many other are available for recreational 

use (Cristina, 2004). These clinical-grade oils have shown to have 

documented research on the effects of using them topically, orally, and 

through inhalation. An important note when using true essential oils: the 

Latin name is always given in addition to the common name. These names 

help to decipher what exactly is in the bottle and the types of plants used. 

When reading the names, the Latin name is always in italics with only the 
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first of the words capitalized. The first term is the genus name while the 

second is the species name. For example, the essential oil of peppermint is 

seen as: Mentha piperita (peppermint) (Buckle, 2003). It is with this type of 

classification and labeling that a person is able to identify true essential oils 

which would indicate the true effectiveness of that oil. It may come as a 

surprise that essential oils are one of the most resilient foreign substances 

our body accepts. In fact, not only is an essential oil absorbed into the body 

through topical application, but when aromatic molecules evaporate into the 

air, some are absorbed through the skin (Cristina, 2004). One study using the 

essential oil of rosemary measured the amount of α–pinene absorbed through 

inhalation to determine how effective breathing in an aroma was. The study 

found 60% of the α–pinene was absorbed through inhalation, and only 8% 

was exhaled back out while the remainder (32%) was emitted by urine 

(Buckle, 2003). Even the detection of some essential oils, such as lavender, 

can be noticed in the bloodstream within minutes of inhalation. This shows 

that even by the indirect method of breathing in, the effects of a true 

essential oil can be direct, pure, and abundant.  Aromatherapy today works 

by a grouping of notes – twelve notes to be exact, which include a top, middle, 

and base. In the 19th century, chemist and perfumer Septimus Piesse 

developed this classification system to determine the aroma’s evaporation 

rate. Aromas that evaporated quicker were placed in the top notes while the 

base notes were composed of aromas that lasted the longest. Other than an 

update in the early 1990s, perfumers still use this system today (Buckle, 

2003). One of the most popular examples of this system being used is seen in 
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the novel turned film “Perfume: the Story of a Murderer” by German writer 

Patrick Süskind who introduces the main character as having the most 

incredible sense of smell and who will go at any length to create the ultimate 

perfume using the idea of smell notes. Unfortunately, with the term 

“aromatherapy” becoming ever more apparent in consumerism, there come 

many misunderstandings and misrepresentations. Many perfume industries 

love to take advantage of the market by using the term and labeling their 

products to reflect the natural properties of true essentials oil such as 

“Relaxing Vanilla” (Buckle, 2003).The most prominent fact is that the use of 

essential oils does not have to stop at inhalation but can include the use of 

topical and oral treatments to create a healing effect.   

Why Aromatherapy? (How Aromas Affect Performance) 

As mentioned earlier, true essential oils can affect a person even with 

the simple effort of unconscious breathing. However, as Jane Buckle, author 

of Clinical Aromatherapy, notes: “taking a normal breath is different than 

sniffing an essential oil” because of the potential healing properties that 

reside within these plant-based aromas (2003, p. 29). Lists of studies were 

included in her book to show how certain essential oils can affect individuals 

in key ways just by inhalation. For example, Mentha piperita (peppermint) 

exhibited an increase in psychological stimulation while Lavandula 

angustifolia (lavender) induced relaxation. An interesting note was made 

that both of these oils produced efficiency in proofreading even though their 

physical influences had drastically opposite outcomes (Buckle, 2003). 

Unfortunately for the science of aromatherapy, there is a shortage of 
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acceptance for introducing this homeopathic treatment into the patient care 

environment due to the inadequacy and scarcity of clinical research. Much of 

this absence is due to many scientists finding it difficult to perform 

randomized, blind trials when conducting research on essential oils; there is a 

temptation to use and compare multiple oils during the same trial (Tillett & 

Ames, 2010). Many people also ask the question: how ethical is it to be able to 

manipulate mood for individuals? Jane Buckle has since responded by asking 

the following questions: how many patients must sign a consent form to 

approve air fresheners, personal cleaning products (such as scented soap, 

aftershave, hair spray) worn by their caregivers, and cleaning fluids used in 

hospitals (such as Lysol) which may cause allergic reactions (2003)? For what 

has been tested and recorded, this section will review the positive persuasive 

influences, allergic reactions, and antibiotic and antimicrobial qualities of 

essential oils, followed by the effects each oil can evoke that have been used 

in this research.  

Persuasive Positivity 

As mentioned before, smell can play an integral part in how a person 

could react to a situation or another being. In fact, based on an ever-growing 

body of evidence, aroma and olfaction influences may be the result of a 

greater portion of human behavior based off of persuasive motivational 

factors. It is believed that mood & attitude alone can be improved by 40% 

with the presence of a pleasant odor (Rosso, 2007). This exorbitant amount of 

improvement can play a key role in job satisfaction for caregivers and may, in 

turn, improve performance as well as the quality of patient care. These 
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characteristics of essential oils are so critical to understand because of the 

nature of the oils. When a true essential oil is inhaled, ingested, or applied to 

the skin, they take a direct route to the nervous system and brain due to its 

fat-loving and lipophilic tendencies (Cristina, 2004). This makes 

understanding the oils and how they may affect a person imperative to not 

cause an undesired response. Although some studies have shown decreased 

work efficiency when exposed to sedative aromas, such as lavender, this only 

tends to be the case with certain individuals. For others, a calming aroma 

may increase the efficiency by reducing surrounding stressors (Sakamoto, 

Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & Kanba, 2005). Therefore, it is vital to have a solid 

understanding of how the oils not only affect a person physically, but 

emotionally. 

Allergies 

Unfortunately, with consumerism and marketing exploitation of the 

term ‘aromatherapy’, many people confuse the effects of essential oils with 

those of chemically - altered or - created flavors and perfumes. Synthetic or 

adulterated oils, such as perfumes or fragrances, are not the same as true 

essential oils and typically do not offer any therapeutic effects. In many 

cases, when an individual is allergic to an aroma, like lavender, they are 

reacting to a non-pure plant-extract causing chemical sensitivities and 

headaches (Butje, Repede, & Shattell, 2008).Therefore, although people can 

be, and are, allergic to some perfumes, they are not linked to aromatherapy 

or essential oils (Shusterman, 2010) (Rosso, 2007). In many cases, the user is 

suffering from MCS (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity) and not an allergic 
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reaction to an essential oil. This clarification is crucial in understanding the 

benefits and risks to using true essential oils as compared to non-plant-

extracted based perfumes. 

During a weekend course covering the use of aromatherapy in a 

clinical setting, the instructor recalled an instance that depicted the effect of 

essential oils compared to “fake” perfumes. As a certified clinical 

aromatherapist, they had a broad knowledge of essential oils and were aware 

of the positive effects each essential oil had. They recalled one session where 

a patient indicated that they were allergic to lavender and, although the 

therapist was aware of the concerns, they added a small amount of lavender 

to the blend to help with the symptoms the patient had come in for. The only 

comment the patient had made during the session was how pleasant the 

aroma was they were experiencing, and never showed any signs of an allergic 

reaction – even when the blend was applied to the skin. This example does 

not ultimately prove that essential oils are immune from causing any sort of 

reaction; in fact, author David Stewart P.h.D, D.N.M, believes that some 

essential oils could produce a slight response, but it may not necessarily be 

classified as an allergic reaction. He continues to say that while allergies tend 

to often be a lifelong and sometimes permanent reaction, any reaction to an 

essential oil would be temporary and may, in fact, be a positive and 

therapeutic process in healing and cleansing (2010). Therefore, even in the 

case that essential oils would cause an allergic reaction, the swiftness in the 

oil excretion could prohibit a long-term allergic effect. 
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Antibiotic  

Using essential oils as an antibiotic may seem to be a story from a 

witchdoctor’s tale, especially with today’s heavy use of prescription drugs; 

however, it is a very plausible and holistic remedy. While an antibiotic or a 

prescriptive drug may attack to kill harmful bacteria, it may also destroy the 

good bacteria which may help with indispensable bodily activities, such as 

food digestion. Essential oils, however, are smart enough to attack the bad 

bacteria in the body while providing the good bacteria with nourishment. 

Most pharmaceuticals & antibiotics may seem to cure a sickness; however, 

because they make the body more acidic, they can stimulate the growth of 

other harmful organisms and fungi in the body. Some of these viruses and 

fungi, which a lab-made antibiotic is unable to attack, can be combatted by 

essential oils (Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 2010). In considering how often 

emergency caregivers interact with contagious patients, it would seem that 

there would be a strong emphasis to prevent or reduce the possibility of a 

caregiver becoming ill themselves; their immune systems becomes weaker 

the more prescriptions they ingest. While mixing some prescription drugs is a 

serious hazard to a person’s health, David Stewart notes that mixing 

essential oils into a hazardous condition is unheard of. Whereas one in seven 

patients at a hospital may experience complications due to adverse drug 

interaction, none would experience these similar complications when 

essential oils are used (2010). Unfortunately, many people do not always take 

the warning labels on their prescriptions seriously and thus serious injury or 

illness or even a fatality could be possible. What many people don’t fully 
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understand is that artificial drugs do not ‘fix’ a problem. Prescriptions are 

designed and built in a laboratory to trick to body to allow for pain relief and 

ease discomfort which can cause future side effects (Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 

2010). Julian Whitaker, M.D., notes that over 10 million cases of negative 

reactions to over-the-counter medications are reported yearly where 

symptoms are noted to be more than just a headache or nausea. Between 

60,000 and 140,000 people die every year due to negative reactions to 

medications prescribed by their doctors which is more than the number of 

deaths from the Vietnam War (Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 2010). 

Unfortunately, in today’s medical field, doctors are lectured that the only 

effective medications are those that have the potential for adverse negative 

side effects, and if the possibility of having a negative side effect is non-

existent (as with essential oils) then the medication must not be effective 

(Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 2010). 

Antimicrobial 

Beyond the realm of potential hazards that essential oils can play a 

part is the fantastic possibility that its benefits are currently highly 

underutilized. After all, it is not only patients in the Emergency Department 

who are at risk from airborne infections that spread throughout the 

department; staff is at risk as well (Shook, 1995). The extensive studies on 

the spread of airborne infections show that pathogens become aerosolized on 

small residual particles called a ‘droplet nuclei’, which are left behind when 

respiratory droplets dry. These “droplet nuclei are very light and can travel 

for long distances in air currents.” (Shook, 1995, p. 266). This potential for a 
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swift and vast disbursement could mean the difference between a healthy 

hospital and a highly contagious one. During a review of the transmission of 

measles in U.S. health care settings, nearly 91% of staff who contracted the 

disease did so from patients; over the remaining 9% contracted the disease 

from other co-workers (Shook, 1995). Clearly, hospitals need to consider 

looking into more effective and beneficial ways to maintain a healthy 

atmosphere within their buildings. One of the problems that many designers 

and nursing staff are facing is the increase in drug-resistant bacteria. These 

bacteria are increasing their resistance through antibiotic therapy, causing a 

major problem of hospital acquired infections (HAI), and causing for stronger 

and more abundant amounts of medicines that need to be used (Khan, Zahin, 

Husain, & Ahmad, 2009). In addition, bacteria on surfaces and in the air are 

growing at speeds that current chemical products are unable to maintain. 

Through means of such behaviors, like antibiotic resistance and swarming, 

bacteria are seen as being highly interactive organisms with strong 

communications (Rumbaugh, 2009). A bacterium grows through 

communication called ‘quorum sensing’ which occurs when a pheromone is 

released (Brookfield, 1998). This pheromone signals the molecules around a 

single cell to determine how many bacteria are in the vicinity. Through this 

method, the bacteria population can then make a harmonized response 

(Rumbaugh, 2009). 

Although, the current situation of bacteria rapidly outnumbering the 

odds of potential depletion may seem fictional, scientist are now better 

understanding how bacteria communicate, and how essential oils are 
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preventing that communication from happening. Essentials oils have been 

shown to have antibacterial properties based on in-vitro studies (Sanchez-

Gonzalez, Chafer, Hernandez, Chiralt, & Gonzalez-Martinez, 2011). And 

many trials done between 1970 and 1990 focused on utilizing essential oils as 

antimicrobials. It is specifically the alcohols, phenols, ketones, aldehydes, 

phthalids, and ethers that help to make these oils antimicrobial (Tillett & 

Ames, 2010) (Serrano, et al., 2011). Studies have shown that several essential 

oils not only suppress bacterial growth but also block quorum sensing from 

becoming a regulated process (Szabó, et al., 2010). Without the ability to 

communicate, bacteria cannot develop in isolation and eventually die 

(Rumbaugh, 2009). “In varying degrees, all essential oils are antiseptic, kill 

bacteria and inhibit their growth and promote cellular rejuvenation when 

applied to the skin” (Cristina, 2004, p. 475). In essence, the use of essential 

oils can change the air quality of a room to be cleansed and disinfected, which 

may not only benefit the patients and their families, but also the staff 

working in these highly-contagious departments (Cristina, 2004). One of the 

most personal achievements essential oils can have on an individual is the 

rapid flux it can have on the body. Essential oils can be excreted from the 

body at a rapid speed, and micro-organisms are unable to develop resistance 

(Cristina, 2004). Because essential oils always vary slightly, bacteria are 

unable to develop immunity to them. Unlike prescription drugs and 

antibiotics, which contain the same exact measurement of chemicals every 

time, bacteria are more likely to be able to develop a resistance to the always-

varying concentration of essential oils (Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 2010). This 
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property can not only reduce the amount of high-dosage medication 

caregivers may need to take to ease pain, headaches, nausea, or stress, but 

may also help prevent foreign bacteria from invading their own immune 

systems. 

Select Essential Oils and their Properties: Mentha piperita 

(Peppermint) 

Peppermint is one of the most well-known of the hundreds of varieties 

of essential oils, both due to its memorable aroma and its characteristic 

traits. Remarkably, Mentha piperita (peppermint) oil is “unique in that it is 

the only essential oil to be licensed as a medicine . . .” (Tate, 1997, p. 546). In 

fact, among all of the essential oils that are readily available in a typical 

Emergency Department, Mentha piperita tends to be the most commonly 

accessible. This characteristic shows an acceptance in the medical field to 

allow for non-chemical-based products to be used as patient treatment. Past 

studies have indicated that peppermint can influence alertness, motivation, 

and task performance (Raudenbush, Grayhem, Sears, & Wilson, 2009). Based 

on research and centuries of use, peppermint is believed to counter 

sluggishness, shock, insomnia, mental fatigue, lack of focus, lethargy, and 

apathy; all states of being that can drastically affect performance in an 

emergency situation (Rosso, 2007). Performance has also been shown to 

increase when using peppermint for a sustained visual attention task (Moss, 

Hewitt, & Moss, 2008).  

Studies have shown peppermint as having the ability to lower anxiety 

and fatigue (Raudenbush, Grayhem, Sears, & Wilson, 2009). These 
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characteristics could be vital for emergency caregivers to stay on task with 

patients – especially those who may prove to more difficult or more of a risk 

to themselves or others. A peppermint aroma has been studied and shown to 

have a more direct connection to an individual by increasing the level of 

stimulation (Sakamoto, Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & Kanba, 2005). One EEG 

study revealed that peppermint oil could not only lead to sustained attention, 

but also increase attention (Norrish, 2005). Exposure to peppermint oil can 

improve memory and cognition, increase arousal, and enhance cognitive 

assessment performance (Butje, Repede, & Shattell, 2008).  

The essential oil of peppermint, like many other oils, is thought to be 

effective because of specific properties it has, such as anti-emetic, analgesic, 

and antispasmodic (Hines, Steels, Chang, & Gibbins, 2010). Mentha x 

piperita is used for antiseptic, headaches & migraines, flu and colds 

(Cristina, 2004). The treatment of nausea for caregivers can be beneficial 

when handling patients with not-so-pleasant odors or sights in an Emergency 

Department. One such essential oil that could be used is Mentha x piperita 

(peppermint) which has antispasmodic effects (Buckle, 2003). Peppermint can 

act as a febrifuge agent, a medication to reduce fever, which benefits the 

immune system (Lawless, 1995) 

Select Essential Oils and their Properties: Zingiber officinale (Ginger) 

In addition to peppermint reducing nausea, ginger Zingiber officinale 

can be used to reduce feelings of vomiting and gagging. In a study including 

70 expectant mothers, the baseline vomiting and nausea significantly 

decreased in the group using ginger (Buckle, 2003). Although the typical 
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emergency caregiver may not experience these types of symptoms an 

expecting mother would, they may come across an instance, such as a foul 

odor, that may cause them to involuntarily react. Human immune function 

improvement and antimicrobial reduction in food-borne bacteria can be the 

result of using citrus oils such as ginger (Cristina, 2004). This 

environmentally friendly “germ fighter” can be an essential tool in future 

healthcare environments.   

Select Essential Oils and their Properties: Coffee  Arabica and Coffee 

Grounds 

Nearly every person who works in an American Emergency 

Department is familiar with the smell of coffee. Most Americans cannot start 

their day without a cup, and a number of EDs cannot rid foul odors from their 

departments without it. Coffee beans can contain over 1,000 chemical 

compounds (with an additional 300 after brewing) which contain some 

antioxidants. Although there have not been any studies to show if the 

inhalation of these compounds are as beneficial as consuming them orally, 

studies have shown that some antioxidants in the aroma itself can stay 

effective for 30 days (Squires, 1997). And, as many drinkers would agree, the 

aroma of coffee can be used to lift moods (Gilbert, 2008). This sensation, if 

verified, could allow graveyard-shift caregivers to increase alertness and 

productivity. One common tool for coffee grounds currently in EDs is its 

perceived ability to absorb unpleasant odors from the surrounding areas. 

Although many people believe this to be true due the number of perfume 

companies who line their shelves with glasses of coffee beans to cancel the 
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previous inhalation in order to test the next, this theory has not yet been 

fully proven. In fact, Arabica coffee contains 27 aroma-impact molecules 

which would seem contradictory to the idea of neutralizing the air (Gilbert, 

2008).  

Select Essential Oils and their Properties: Lavandula vera (Lavender)  

“There are over 40 different kinds of Lavender.” (Cristina, 2004, p. 

478). A single pound of the essential oil of lavender can take 150 pounds of 

the flower to produce (Cristina, 2004). Lavender can be used as a non-

pharmacologic means to reduce stress (Tillett & Ames, 2010). Lavender has 

been reported to create a ‘sense of euphoria’ with reduced tension, anxiety, 

depression, and feelings of stress (Sakamoto, Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & 

Kanba, 2005). Lavender can lower blood pressure by decreasing sympathetic 

activity while increasing parasympathetic activity (McCaffrey, Thomas, & 

Kinzelman, 2009). Exposure to lavender oil can improve mood while 

decreasing anxiety (Butje, Repede, & Shattell, 2008).  

In a study where a group of subjects were exposed to the aroma of 

lavender, a decrease in character count and calculating arithmetical 

equations were evident compared to participants exposed to another aroma or 

in the control group (Sakamoto, Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & Kanba, 2005). 

Although earlier studies may suggest that cognitive function is reduced due 

to the relaxing effects of lavender, more recent studies have indicated a 

benefit to sedative-type lavender aroma which may assist in reducing 

overstimulation by the subject’s stressful work which may increase their 

overall performance (Sakamoto, Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & Kanba, 2005). 
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Mathematical computing speed has been shown to improve after exposure to 

lavender (Moss, Hewitt, & Moss, 2008). “An aroma that increases alertness 

may be expected to enhance cognitive performance, and one that increases 

calmness to impair it . . .” (Moss, Hewitt, & Moss, 2008, p. 73).  

While exposed to visual and auditory stimulation while performing 

simple tasks. Participants who were exposed to lavender and showed to have 

a reduced performance in attention-required tasks. These tests showed that 

in intense conditions where mental activity is required to be at a high level, 

the aroma of lavender can decrease the stimulation level (Sakamoto, 

Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & Kanba, 2005). In a study done by Sakamoto, 36 

healthy male students were asked to perform ‘work’ from 9:30a until 5:00p. 

These students were grouped into three categories: control group, jasmine 

group, and lavender group. During the course of the day, participants were 

given five work sessions which all took place on a computer for an hour at a 

time and focused on the ability for the participants to resist drowsiness and 

maintain high concentration. Between work sessions, participants were able 

to take a thirty minute recess and one half hour lunch break. Results of the 

study showed that each group had lowered concentration levels, however, the 

lavender group had significantly higher levels than the control group 

(Sakamoto, Minoura, Usui, Ishizuka, & Kanba, 2005). 

Lavandula angustifolia can be used for an antiseptic, reduced blood 

pressure, soothing, antidepressant (Cristina, 2004). Lavender can also be 

used as an antiviral and bactericidal agent which can help with the immune 

system (Lawless, 1995) 
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Select Essential Oils and their Properties: Citrus bergamia 

(Bergamot) 

Another citrus commonly used in aromatherapy is known as 

bergamot. Bergamot is used by aromatherapists to improve mood while 

reducing anxiety and stress (Butje, Repede, & Shattell, 2008). This reaction 

could assist caregivers in a high-intensive situation to stay calm and 

efficiently perform their duties. In addition to a positive response to inhaling, 

“. . . citrus oils are antimicrobial . . .” and can help to potentially reduce 

hospital acquired infections/illnesses (Cristina, 2004, p. 474).   

Although bergamot does have phototoxic properties, which can make a 

person sensitive to sun or light, this is only the case if the oil is placed 

directly on the skin rather than providing exposure through inhalation or 

ingestion (Stewart, P.h.D., D.N.M., 2010). Bergamot can help the immune 

system by acting as bactericidal and antiviral agent (Lawless, 1995) 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, the topics discussed revealed the biological definition 

as to what is smell, why humans have the ability to smell, and how 

individuals are able to recognize and process each unique odor or aroma. The 

chapter continued on to distinguish why the topic of olfaction is important for 

caregivers - whether it be to help diagnose a patient or how it can affect their 

performance. Finally, the chapter concluded with what aromatherapy is, and 

research on the different types of essential oils used in both the pilot and 

formal study.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses the methodology regarding data collection and 

analysis from the pilot experiment, modifications made between the pilot 

study and the formal study, and the garnering approach for the formal 

experiment of this research. The topics that will be discussed include: the 

research questions, the methodology and methods used, the data tools used, 

and the safety concerns for both experiments. In addition, both studies will 

cover its theoretical framework, participant and location selection, 

procedures, and variables. Notable occurrences from the pilot study results 

will be explained, highlighting any unusual or unpredicted cause and effects. 

Lastly, this chapter will review modifications made for the formal study, 

which were in direct response to experiences and findings from the pilot 

experiment to more efficiently and effectively answer the research questions. 

Research Questions 

The objective of this study is to determine the effects of caregiver 

performance within a simulated Emergency Department environment 

relative to olfactory stimuli. This focus leads to the research questions in the 

following paragraphs. 

1) What affect, if any, will an aroma have on performance? This 

question specifically correlates to the pilot study as it investigates the effects 

of aromas separately from other aromatic environments. The process for 

answering this question will utilize a series of different true essential oils, 

including Mentha piperita (peppermint), Zingiber officinalis (Ginger), 
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Lavandula vera (Lavender), Citrus bergamia (Bergamot), which will be 

diffused, as well as coffee grounds.  

2) Will performance be affected by an unpleasant odor? With the 

variety, intensity, and frequency of odors in a typical Emergency 

Department, the answer to this question will prove to be a beneficial stepping 

stone to healthcare design and health research. Both the pilot and formal 

studies will seek to answer this question by exposing participants to a 

simulated common Emergency Department odor: “dirty feet”. 

3) Can, and in what ways does, an aroma following the presence of an 

odor affect caregiver performance? Because of the layout between studies, 

this question will be specifically geared towards the formal experiments, as 

each participant will be asked to experience all three environments: control, 

then odor, and then aroma. This question will seek to find a practical 

correlation between the first two questions, and what could be considered to 

be a more realistic real life scenario. 
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Figure 3: Visual representation of the research questions for this thesis. 

 Methodology  

This research used mixed methods to gather and collect data. The 

most important piece was the physical experiments that took place during 

both the pilot study and the formal study, confirming attributes that 

reinforced or contradicted the hypothesis of this research. This information 

allowed the investigator to have a semi-controlled environment to test 

subjects exposed to a variety of aromatic stimulants to gather quantitative 

data from the subjects’ heart-rate, skin temperature, and results from the 

web-based computerized tests. In addition, qualitative data was collected 

through study participants scaling their own emotional “states of being” 

during the experiments, and with their comments made during and following 

each session. A secondary qualitative method was also introduced: electronic 
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surveys were used to gather information from a broader range of Emergency 

Department caregivers across a number of different healthcare systems. 

Methods Used 

This section will discuss the variety of tools used to collect the data 

during both the pilot and formal studies, and the additional forms of data 

collection. 

Heart-Rate Monitor 

During both of the experiments, all participants were asked to wear a 

heart-rate monitor. Subjects were allowed to decline at any time; however, 

none chose to do so. The monitor was worn on one of the participants’ fingers 

like a ring. The use of a heart-rate monitor helped the investigator to display 

acute stress and anxiety through pulse rates (McCaffrey, Thomas, & 

Kinzelman, 2009). Information from this device assisted in the data analysis 

phase to help quantitatively determine the physical stress subjects 

experienced during each test given. Had data from the heart-rate monitor not 

been collected in this manner, it is possible some discoveries by the 

investigator would have been missed. 

In the pilot study, information from these heart-rate monitors were 

collected before and after each test type during the experiment causing 

measurements to be collected at different time intervals. Although, no data 

seems to be corrupted using this technique, one participant showed an 

extremely high pulse rate moments before finishing a test which dropped 

dramatically after its completion which would indicate a heightened level of 

stress shortly before the test ended followed by an instant calmness. 
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Modifications were made in the formal study. Data was collected at a 

consistent time interval of five minutes, allowing each session to last twenty 

minutes and the total study time to last about an hour and a half. This was 

done to assess two additional metrics: the physical and the psychological 

effects of constant movement in an attempt to simulate a typical emergency 

environment. The stress of continuous movement and tasks was encouraged 

to determine how a caregiver would react to stressful situations in varying 

aromatic environments. 

Bio-Feedback Monitor 

Similar to collecting heart-rate, a bio-feedback monitor was used in 

both experiments to collect the skin temperature of the participants. This 

piece of data is an important telling component of stress. An individual’s skin 

temperature drops when a person is stressed; this is due to the movement of 

blood away from the limbs towards the heart, as if they were under attack. 

This primal technique has allowed humans to evolve in a way that, when 

injured, less blood would be lost from the extremities (Rosso, 2007). It also 

provides added blood flow, nourishment, and oxygen to the most vital organ 

responsible for life. Results from this device assisted in the investigator’s 

ability to analyze and confirm that the participant was under duress. 

Although both studies used a bio-feedback monitor, the tool used was 

modified in both use and form between experiments. In the pilot study, the 

monitor used was a wire which was attached to the participant’s finger by a 

strip of Velcro and attached to a monitor, only seen by the investigator. This 

technique was useful in collecting its data; however, some participants felt 
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uncomfortable wearing the monitor during the entire study as they felt it 

restricted them from using that finger (typically the pinky) during their 

entire session. In some instances, subjects accidently pulled the wire off of 

their finger which the wire was quickly set back into place. This malfunction 

did not appear to affect the data collected. Similar to the heart-rate monitor 

for the pilot study, information from the bio-feedback monitor was collected 

in the period before and after each test the participant completed. 

The bio-feedback monitor for the formal study was changed to better 

testing efficiency. It was updated to have information collected every five 

minutes and to have the participants wear the device throughout the entire 

study In addition, a secondary stand-alone bio-feedback device was set for the 

participants to be able to place their fingers on only at each five minute 

interval during which their temperature data was collected. Participants 

were, at this time interval, instructed to place two fingers on a metal plate for 

data to be collected. This then allowed the participants to move about freely 

throughout the experiment’s space when not asked to collect this information, 

in between the five minute data collection interval. This modification reduced 

the subjects’ level of distraction and frustration as well as decreased the 

likelihood of potential technical difficulties with the devices.  

Smell Inhalation Through a Diffuser 

Due to the wide variety of essential oils and the uniqueness these oils 

have on individuals, “it is difficult to conduct blinded, randomized clinical 

trials” (Tillett & Ames, 2010). During both the pilot and formal study, 

“aromatherapy” was used to introduce the participants to the pleasant 
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aromas. This technique can be administered three ways: topically, orally, and 

through inhalation (Buckle, 2003), with the latter being the most common 

and safest way to use essential oils (Cristina, 2004). Because “the most 

effective route for decreasing anxiety and slowing an over-active mind” is 

through inhalation, this study focuses on the olfactory response to smells, 

rather than through additional means, such as massage or reflexology (Butje, 

Repede, & Shattell, 2008, p. 50). 

There are two types of inhalation: direct and indirect. Direct 

inhalation occurs when a participant has close contact with a direct source of 

an essential oil. Examples of this include: placing a cotton ball under a pillow 

case, breathing normally through a tissue, or elevating the head over a bowl 

of warm water containing a few drops of essential oil. Indirect inhalation uses 

a diffuser, or nebulizer, to disperse particles of an essential oil into the air 

and was used during the pleasant aromatic environments in both 

experiments (Buckle, 2003). This has shown to allow essential oils to be 

absorbed quickly and to appear in the bloodstream after only a few minutes, 

allowing it’s user to achieve the full benefits of the oil without being directly 

exposed to the oil (Cristina, 2004). Because of the tasks set forth for the 

participants to complete during both experiments, indirect inhalation 

through a diffuser was used. 

Test Descriptions 

This section will discuss the different web-based computerized tasks 

used during both the pilot and the formal studies. All tests were performed 

off of an unlinked page of the investigator’s personal website which was 
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active during each session. Both experiments had their own designated web 

link as some modifications were made between the studies. 

Mood Mapping: This test allowed for participants to move a slider bar 

to the left or right to distinguish the amount of a particular emotion or “state 

of being” they felt at that moment. This test was crucial to incorporate at the 

beginning of each session to gather a baseline to compare to later in the 

session. 

In the pilot study, this test was performed twice: once after the 

consent form was signed, and as part of the Beck Test in the final task. This 

technique provided a simple comparison between how participants felt prior 

to taking the tests and after taking the test.  

The formal study was set up to allow this task to be taken a total of 

four times: 1) After the consent form was signed – this instance acted as a 

baseline determining the participants at-rest state 2) After the Control 

session was complete 3) After the Odor session was complete 4) After the 

Aroma session was complete. This provided a mental reaction that the 

investigator could determine related to each of the aromatic environments. 
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Figure 4: Mood Mapping web-based online tool screenshot used during the Pilot Study. 

 

Figure 5: Mood Mapping web-based online tool screenshot used during the Formal Study. 
Platforms were shifted between studies which allowed for easier tracking. 
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Multi-Tasking: This test was performed three times per aromatic 

session for each participant. The purpose of this task was to produce a 

stressful situation filled with multiple stimuli seeking equal attention within 

a two-minute time period. This test was included into these studies to 

replicate the often hectic environment of a typical Emergency Department 

where caregivers must be aware of, and attending to, multiple patients, and 

complete various types of paperwork, assessments, tasks, and tests. Unlike 

all of the other web-based tasks, this test was not created by the investigator. 

Instead, an unknown designer created the program who was unable to be 

contacted for any modifications or credits. 

In all attempts, the participants were able to start the test when they 

felt ready by clicking the start button. Subjects were then confronted with 

three simultaneous task themes: math, arrows, and color. The first was a 

simple math problem staying within basic arithmetic skills (addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division). In order to achieve points, 

participants only needed to enter the correct digits using either the row on 

top of a ‘qwerty’ keyboard or using the keyboard number pad (if available). 

The second task tested the participants’ motor skills by requiring the up, 

down, left, and right arrow keys on the keyboard to be hit when their 

corresponding icon crossed either a dashed or solid line on the monitor. If the 

correct arrow was selected between the dashed lines, subjects received 10 

points, whereas if the correct arrow was selected between the solid lines, 

subjects received 20 points. The third part of the test required more thought 

process as participants were instructed to select certain keys on the keyboard 
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to correlate with the background color of a section of the screen. Depending 

on whether subjects decided to use the ‘qwerty’ keyboard or number pad 

determined the key they would use for each of the three colors: red = “/” or 

“a”, yellow = “*” or “s”, blue = “-” or “d”. If the correct key was selected, the 

background of that section turned green; if incorrect, it turned black. All 

three multi-tasking tests appeared on the monitor screen, and were to be 

performed, at the same time. 

   During the pilot study, participants were instructed to attempt the 

Multi-tasking test three times, or rounds. At the start of the first round, the 

participants were advised to perform the task as best as they could without 

the assistance of the investigator. This provided a blind attempt testing the 

dexterity and comprehension of participants. Even if a participant appeared 

frustrated and asked for help, the investigator refused to relay helpful 

information, maintaining a high stress level for the subject. This led to one 

participant refusing to attempt the task due to no clear instructions. Before 

the second round, participants were allowed to review the help menu, set by 

the task’s creator, but no verbal instructions were given by the investigator. 

Before the final round, the investigator was able to reveal hints about the 

test, including one that would prevent the subject from imputing information 

depending on the type of keyboard the computer they were using had. 

In the formal study, participants performed the task only once during 

each aromatic session they experienced. In addition, prior to collecting any 

data and following the signed consent form, subjects were invited to 

participate in a practice run of the test. This allowed all participants to have 
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an equal knowledge of how to correctly perform the task prior to collecting 

any data. Caregivers in this test had to be conscious of their simulated 

patient at all times, and once this test was started they did not have the 

ability to pause and return to it following the care of the patient’s needs. 

 

Figure 6: Screenshot of the Multi-tasking Test. 1) Math portion 2) Arrow portion 3) Color 
portion. 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of the help menu only shown to participants during the Pilot Study prior 
to starting the second round. 

1 2 

3 
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Medical Terms and Knowledge: This test was initially geared towards 

the medical students in the early stages of the pilot study where it remained 

even after the IRB modification. However, as mentioned later in this chapter, 

this test was removed during the formal study. The goal of this task sought to 

determine if olfactory stimuli affected an individual’s knowledge on the 

memory center of the brain – important for diagnosing a patient. Subjects 

were instructed to click and drag a term that appeared on the screen and 

move it to the correct location on the diagram of the human body. All terms 

used were based on body regions (i.e. femur, bicep, etc.) rather than distinct 

parts. 

  

Figure 8: Screenshot of the Medical Test platform used only during the Pilot Study. 

Stroop Test: The Stroop Test is designed to test the reaction time of a 

task – an important component for emergency caregivers dealing with ailing 

patients. This test contained 16 words – all words of a common color – which 
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were written in an ink color that did not always match the color word 

description. Participants were instructed to choose the best answer to 

decipher either what the color of the word was (the color of ink the word was 

written in) or what was the word’s color (the word written text). This test was 

randomized so the order of the words came up differently for each 

participant. The pilot study only utilized this task once during the one-hour 

session; however, participants in the formal study completed this task three 

times – once during each olfactory environment – and all questions were 

randomized. 

 

Figure 9: Screenshot of one page used during the Stroop Test for both studies.  

Memory: This task provided participants with five objects which they 

were instructed to remember for later questions. The objects were: orange, 

car, dog, book, and tree. From a list of words, participants had to determine 

which ones listed were or were not listed in the original list. Between these 

questions, participants were asked a series of random questions, from what 

the current year was to simple math problems.  
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Unlike the pilot study, where subjects only experienced the memory 

test once, the formal study required participants to take the Memory Test 

three times. However, in order to not provide subjects with the same test all 

three times, three tests were created that built from each other.  

 

Figure 10: Screen shot of one of the questions asked during the Memory Test. The Pilot Study 

utilized this type of question once, while participants in the formal study experienced this type 

of question three times. 

Beck Test: This test acted as a follow-up to the Mood Mapping test in 

the pilot study by once again asking the participants how much of each 

emotion or “state of being” they felt at the moment of testing. This time, 

however, participants were asked questions taken from the Beck Anxiety 

Test which measures the levels of anxiety a person experiences. 
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Figure 11: Screen shot of the Beck Test used only during the Pilot Study. The first initial 
questions were similar to the questions asked during the Mood Mapping Test. 

 Online Survey 

The online survey was only used during the Formal Study, although it 

did not affect any results from the study. The online survey was composed of 

a series of questions for emergency caregivers who were unable to participate 

in the experimental part of the formal study. Emails were sent to Emergency 

Directors in multiple healthcare systems for a broader range of information 

that could be collected, and included a link to this online survey. Questions 

asked included basic information about the survey taker, as well as their 

impressions of smells within their department and how these smells may or 

may not affect them and their performance.  
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Safety Considerations 

Similar to any other type of prescription, essential oils are not to be 

used carelessly. Even though they are a more naturalistic approach, it is 

important to note that a strong knowledge about the properties of the 

essential oils used should be considered with respect to their concentration 

and potency. It is crucial to use these oils with respect (Cristina, 2004). 

Although rare, essential oils do have the potential to cause allergies, 

pregnancy issues, and even some reactions.  

Allergies 

Although there are very few records to indicate any severe allergies to 

true essential oils, one study has revealed that out of 1147 participants in a 

patch test using Lamiacea, or a type of lavender oil, six individuals (0.05% of 

the participants) were noted having a positive reaction (Buckle, 2003). 

During the course of both experiments in this study, if any participants noted 

having an allergy - especially to an essential oil, flavor, or fragrance similar 

to the oils used in the study - they were placed in a group that did not contain 

the potential allergic aroma, and had the option to withdrawal from the 

study. 

Pregnancy 

The subject of using essential oils during pregnancy is a contradictory 

topic; many aromatherapists warn that the use of a number of specific oils 

during the first trimester could cause issues for the infant later in life 

(Buckle, 2003). However, evidence of harm to mothers or fetuses from 

essential oils has not been fully studied due to the fear of potential risks 
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(Tillett & Ames, 2010). But many argue that there are some benefits to using 

aromatherapy appropriately during pregnancy, with monitoring performed 

by a certified aromatherapist, including a lack of adverse effects, ease of 

control, fast action of the oils, and the therapy’s simplicity (Tillett & Ames, 

2010).In addition, some aromatherapists also encourage the use of some 

essential oils to help with labor. In the Labor and Delivery Department at 

Banner Desert Medical Center in Mesa, Arizona, some expectant mothers are 

given the option to use Mentha piperita (peppermint) to help start the 

contraction process. 

In a study that included 8,058 women in labor using an essential oil, 

only 1% experienced an unpleasant response to the particular oils that were 

being used, although the unpleasant response was not noted in the study 

(Tillett & Ames, 2010). During pregnancy, a woman has a heightened 

sensitivity to smell which requires a certified aromatherapist to make 

necessary adjustments to lower the oil doses (Tillett & Ames, 2010). Based on 

the findings of this study and the history of essential oils being used as bath 

essences, scented soaps, and perfumes for hundreds of years by thousands of 

expectant mothers without any repercussions - the extreme threat of using 

true essential oils during pregnancy is not critical (Buckle, 2003).. 

Due to safety precautions of this research study, no pregnant women - 

or potentially pregnant women - participated in either the pilot or formal 

studies. All participants were asked during the sign-up process and prior to 

starting the experiments if they were, or could be, pregnant; none indicated 

they were, or potentially could be. 
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Reactions 

It is a respectable concern that the inhalation of essential oils could 

cause a reaction to any person – especially those who may have allergies. 

According to Jane Buckle, there is a possibility of a toxic reaction occurring 

with these oils if a person was confined in a high-temperature, non-ventilated 

room with the constant diffusion of the oil. However, this scenario would be 

less similar to a reaction to the essential oil than it would be to the 

suffocation of the individual (2003). 

One important factor to note about some essential oils, such as Citrus 

bergamia (bergamot) which was used during the formal study, is that they 

could potentially be photosensitizing. This can cause the skin to react to 

sunlight creating a type of sunburn on an individual (Cristina, 2004). 

All participants were made aware of these safety concerns prior to 

beginning the studies and through the informed consent. Although, no 

participants declined, all had the option to withdraw at any time without 

consequences from the experiments. 

Pilot Study 

Theoretical Framework 

The goal of the pilot study was initially sought to determine if smells 

could affect the performance of individuals currently enrolled in the nursing 

program at Arizona State University. However, after only a very few 

potential nursing studies participants came forward from the college, the IRB 

was modified to allow any person without a Registered Nursing license to 

participate. As seen in the conceptual framework below, participants were 
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grouped into a single individual aromatic environment while performing web-

based computerized tests. During this time, a heart-rate and bio-feedback 

monitor was used to collect quantitative data, and help find correlations 

between test results and subject commentary. These individuals were 

randomly selected a smell based on the day and time they signed up for using 

a web-based sign-up tool. Aromatic environments had been pre-determined 

and potentially modified to ensure even environmental distribution.  

 

Figure 12: Diagram of the Theoretical Framework for the Pilot Study. All participants were 

involved in physical data collection (bio-feedback and heart-rate monitor), but varied regarding 
which aromatic environment they experienced. 

Participant Selection Criteria 

Following the approval from the IRB to modify participant selection, 

subjects were eligible to partake in the study if they were between the ages of 

18 years and 65 years. Employment or schooling was not a requirement. 
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Therefore, although the initial pilot study allowed only nursing majors to 

participate, the revised study welcomed any persons with the exception of 

Registered Nurses. This study recruited 18 participants (6 males, and 12 

females); however, two males never attended their scheduled time resulting 

in 16 total participants. In addition, the initial study set-up allowed for up to 

three individuals to participate at a single time. Only one instance included 

two subjects at once; none included three, which proved to be a more difficult 

task for the investigator than expected. 

Location Selection Criteria 

The location of each session took place on an Arizona State University 

campus; Tempe, Downtown, and West were used. This selection allowed for 

students to easily access the location, and provided non-students with a 

landmark location. The Downtown Campus was used for proximity to 

downtown offices for non-students who wished to participate. For the 

majority of the testing session, only 1 room from each campus was used to 

reduce participant confusion. None of the rooms allowed for temperature 

control.  

 

Figure 13: Image of the Tempe campus classroom used during the Pilot Study. 
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Recruiting Process 

The recruiting process for the pilot study became a challenge in 

finding willing participants. Initially, flyers were posted at the Downtown 

Campus to attract nursing majors prior to the IRB modification; when there 

appeared to be a lack of respondents; the modification of allowing anyone 

without a RN license provided a greater opportunity for potential 

respondents.  

More flyers were hung on the Downtown and Tempe Campuses, and 

personal emails went out to friends and family providing a link to the study 

sign-up page. Personal emails to Professors, Asst. Professors, & Lecturers of 

the College of Nursing and Health Innovation and the Design School were 

also sent. However, due to a spelling mistake stating participants were 

needed from the School, instead of the College, of Nursing and Health 

Innovation, some respondents refused to forward the information to their 

students. 

Lastly, word of mouth and personal website promotion was used as an 

indirect source of recruitment. This technique proved to be the most effective 

and resulted in recruiting the most willing participants.  

Smell Descriptions 

This section will discuss the different aromatic environments used in 

the pilot study and the initial hypotheses. Each participant was exposed to 

only one smell during the course of their session which was pre-determined 

prior to the participants signing up. The following will review the smell used, 
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how it was introduced to the participant, and the resulting statement of the 

outcome. 

Control: The control group had no intentional smells associated with, 

nor introduced into, the study. Prior to the participants entering the room, an 

ionizer was used for at least thirty minutes to “clean” the air, eliminating as 

many outside contaminate as possible. This group provided for a baseline to 

see how participants would perform without any intentional olfactory stimuli. 

The initial hypothesis of this session assumed an average response to the 

tests with the possibility of showing some slight signs of stress due to 

performing the different tasks. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): This smell group used a diffuser to 

allow the essential oil to distribute evenly into the air. As mentioned earlier, 

many studies have been done with this essential oil that showed its 

remarkable ability to energize individuals, combat fatigue, act as an 

antiseptic, and support self-confidence.   

Based on previous research declaring these positive effects, the initial 

hypothesis deemed this essential oil would out-perform all of the other 

aromatic environments due to its high praise in olfaction research. 

Participants were assumed to show a significant reduction in heart-rate and 

an increase in their bio-feedback readings, indicating a lower stress level, 

while maintaining high scores on the web-based computer tests. 

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger):  This smell group was introduced into the 

study as a possible oil to consider for the formal study due to its property to 

relieve nausea for caregivers who may experience revolting smells or sights 
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in an Emergency Department. Although participants in the pilot study were 

not exposed to any of these foul sights or smells, nor had experienced these 

due to their education or employment, it was important to see how this 

aroma could potentially play a role in affecting the individual’s performance. 

This oil was initially tested for the purpose of determining if a potential 

nausea-reducer has a positive or negative effect while performing simple 

tasks. Few studies have shown the aroma of ginger to be a source for 

increased productivity. 

Coffee arabica (Coffee): This smell group was a modified control group, 

and was included to determine the effects of coffee aroma used as a current 

remedy. Although, there is no known clinical research highlighting the effects 

of this aroma, many hospitals around the nation, including the Emergency 

Department at Banner Good Samaritan Medical Center in Phoenix, AZ, use 

coffee grounds as a way to “absorb” odors that may present themselves in 

their Emergency Departments. However, although the notion of using coffee 

grounds has also not been tested to prove its ability to rid odors, hospital 

housekeeping favors the possibility of it as an easy air deodorizer.  

During the pilot study, the initial extraction of the coffee was intended 

to be introduced into the air through a diffuser similar to the other essential 

oils. However, after testing this method, the oil was so thick it had clogged 

the small openings of the nebulizer, preventing any aromas from diffusing. As 

a modification to the introduction of the coffee aroma during the pilot study, 

three drops of the oil were placed on a cotton ball which was then positioned 
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directly behind the subject’s computer screen without the subject’s 

knowledge.  

Initial hypothesis for this aroma assumed that there would be very 

little to no difference compared to the data collected from the control group. 

Based on personal experience during an observation at Banner Good 

Samaritan Medical Center’s Emergency Department, a housekeeping 

employee walked around the entire department with coffee grounds following 

an incident where a strong odor quickly became present. The grounds were 

placed at the Nurse Station but the odor continued to waft through the 

department for over an hour until the observation ended. In addition, 

research into this oil consistently showed its main use was dedicated to 

enhancing the olfactory experiences through soaps and lotions rather than 

presenting any natural healing properties that are known in the other oils 

used in this study. 

Methylindole (Odor): This odor was a critical part of the study as it 

was sought to determine if an odor can cause a negative effect on the 

participants’ performance. The crystalized chemical, that resembled the smell 

of dirty feet, hoped to find a decrease in reaction time and task performance 

due to the olfaction distraction that may occur. The initial hypothesis of this 

odor assumed scores from the web-based computerized tests would be lower 

than the other environments due to a lack of concentration. In addition, it 

was assumed there would be a decrease in the skin temperature, with a 

raised heart-rate, displaying physical signs of stress caused by the frustration 

in accurately performing the tasks. 
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Procedure 

As the participants signed up to participant in the study, they were 

asked a series of questions such as their age, gender, if they were (or could 

be) pregnant, if they had allergies, and if they felt comfortable working on a 

computer. Although, none of the female participants expressed being 

pregnant, or the possibility of being pregnant, precautions were made prior to 

the start of the study to ensure that those who may be pregnant would not be 

placed in the Mentha piperita (peppermint) group. Participants were then 

able to choose the best day and time they would be willing to attend from an 

online sign-up that. Out of the original eighteen participants who signed up, 

two of the original male participants did not show, and one participant 

changed the day and time from their original sign-up resulting in 

participation in a different aromatic environment.  

The smells that were to be used were pre-determined prior to when 

the participants signed up to ensure a random selection; however, some 

modifications were made to provide a more even distribution between the use 

of smells. As a result, two females and one male were in the control group, 

two females were in the coffee group, three females were in the ginger group, 

two females and one male were in the peppermint group, and three females 

and two males were in the odor group. 

Thirty minutes prior to a participant arriving, an ionizer was started 

to “clean the air” as set-up and preparation was made for the experiment. 

When participants entered the classroom, they were asked to sign a consent 

form, and the investigator explained the process of the study without 
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acknowledging if smells were to be used. During that session, participants 

were also asked if they felt comfortable with video recording to collect any 

data or comments; none refused. Lastly, the investigator helped the 

participants attach the heart-rate and bio-feedback monitors while 

explaining their purposes and the process of the session.  

 

Figure 14: Typical set-up for data collection during the Pilot Study. A video recorder was set 

and used after approval by the participant for post-data collection review by the investigator. 

All of the materials and monitors needed by the participant were set up in their station prior 
to their arrival and the investigator was set up close by to collect the information. 

As participants were instructed to perform the first test - Mood 

Mapping test - the investigator collected the consent form, filed it, and turned 

on the diffuser for the aroma sessions without the participants’ knowledge. 

However, because of the bulk and strong odor from the Methylindole, 

participants were allowed to finish the Mood Mapping test prior to exposing 

the odor and were fully aware of an environmental factor during the course of 

the study. 

Before and after each computer test, information from the heart-rate 

monitor and bio-feedback monitor was collected and documented using a 

Google Document Spreadsheet. Any tests that contained scores that 
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displayed on the screen, such as the multi-tasking and medical test, were also 

collected at this time due to the inability to retrieve scores once the screen 

had closed.  All other scores were collected following the sessions which had 

used the online survey tool, SurveyGizmo. 

To conclude the session, participants were asked a series of follow-up 

questions including: if they noticed any smells; if a smell was apparent, did 

they know what the smells was; if they liked it; and what they thought the 

smell was.  

Variables 

Although the pilot study was carefully planned out, there were a few 

variables that came in to play when collecting data, from the location 

selection to equipment operational difficulties.  

When potential participants signed up to participate, they were given 

the options of a day, time, and the choice of Arizona State University campus 

to attend. The diversity of room and building locations created multiple room 

layouts between the aromatic environments, which lead to potentially uneven 

smell distribution and the inability to control the room temperature. Because 

of this anomaly, the findings for the bio-feedback monitor had to be slightly 

modified during data analyzing due to the varying ten degrees Fahrenheit 

between rooms. Although this difference may seem small, there is a 

possibility of causing a flux in skin temperatures that could potentially 

provide inaccurate data when looking at subject stress levels. 

Another variable that had come in to play with respect to the aromatic 

environment was that the coffee essential oil attempted had a different 
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viscosity than originally determined. This caused the oil to clog the small 

nozzles in the nebulizer, prohibiting the diffuser to function correctly and not 

allowing the aroma to diffuse. A modification was made to use a cotton ball 

with three drops of the essential oil placed discreetly behind the subject’s 

computer screen. This process was done during the timeframe that diffusion 

would have occurred - while participants were completing the Mood Mapping 

Test. It was important that, although this aromatic grouping could no longer 

utilize a diffuser, the aroma continued to be introduced via indirect 

inhalation. Data collection did not seem to be corrupted by this change as all 

participants in this grouping noticed the smell. 

Lastly, due to renting laptops through the University for participants 

to use, there was a variety of different systems and keyboard layouts used. 

This caused a huge difficulty in accurate readings on the multi-tasking test 

due to the inability to work correctly on keyboards that lacked the additional 

number keypad extension. Without this additional keypad, the participant 

lacked the ability to do one of the three parts. Because the color matching 

section utilized the number pad to select correct colors displayed, it failed to 

work entirely if the machine was not equipped with this feature. Even 

selecting keys from the keyboard, which would otherwise work, failed to do 

so. Attempts were made to instruct participants to use an external keyboard 

which did not contain the extra number pad; however, that technique did not 

provide positive results either. Because of the inconsistencies from this test, 

depending on the laptop the participants used, results from part three – color 

– were discarded from the pilot study. 
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Pilot Study Findings 

The following section will review the findings from the pilot study 

based on stress levels measured, test answers, and participant commentary. 

Fluctuations from the heart-rate and bio-feedback monitors will be discussed 

and examined between each of the five different environments. The averages 

of each group were investigated next to each other to determine which 

showed the highest and lowest stress levels. Following the stress results, 

each task was analyzed, once again, between groups and comparing groups. 

Finally, this section will highlight any considerable participant commentary 

and reactions. 

Stress Levels 

Stress levels were calculated through data gathered from the heart-

rate and bio-feedback monitors. All participants’ data was then averaged 

based on their aromatic groups, with the exception of one participant whose 

information gathered from the monitors was miscalculated during the study 

and the information from the monitors was discarded. In addition to 

collecting body heat information (participant temperature), average room 

temperature was recorded due to the inability to adjust the thermostat. After 

studying the data, it was noted that the room temperatures per session 

varied by a few degrees Fahrenheit and showed a maximum difference of 10 

degrees Fahrenheit between the different groups. To ensure accurate data 

between groups, all room temperatures were adjusted to be 77 degrees 

Fahrenheit, shifting bio-feedback temperatures accordingly. This allowed for 
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a baseline room temperature to accurately compare the results from the 

participant’s skin temperature. 

Control: Because this group was utilized as a baseline for the results 

in this experiment, it provided a concrete view of how much variability was to 

be expected throughout the session. In addition, hypotheses could then be 

made to determine how or why an aromatic environment shifted from the 

control. 

The results of this session showed a gradual increase in skin 

temperature throughout the progression of the session, starting from about 

92 degrees Fahrenheit to about 102 degrees. As an increase in body 

temperature is an indicator of decreased stress, this would lead to the 

assumption that, as the tests progressed, the subjects became less stressed. 

During the test, a minor dip in temperature revealed there was a moment of 

increased stress following the completion of the third Multi-Tasking Test. 

Additionally, there was a fluctuation in skin temperatures between the start 

and end of each test. Although, the overall change in skin temperature was 

gradual over the task’s timeline, the results indicated a very small or no 

decrease in temperature at the start of the following test, suggesting that 

subjects tended to become more relaxed after completing the task.  

In addition to the bio-feedback temperature slightly increasing over 

the course of the session, the average participant heart-rate slightly 

increased during the duration of the one-hour period, fluctuating between 

about 80 and 90 beats per minute (bpm) – a slight increase above the at-rest 

state. Similarly, the results gathered showed there was a repetitive effect to 
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the bpm prior to and following each individual test: bpm rose before the start 

of the task and dropped after the task ended, with a drastic drop to 71 bpm 

subsequent to completion of the Medical Test. Although, not as prevalent in 

the bio-feedback results, an additional drop in beats per minute (bpm) was 

observed following the completion of the Memory Test.  

The graph below displays the results of the bio-feedback and heart-

rate monitors averaged between all subjects who participated in this group. 

The left side indicates temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, starting from the 

room temperature of 77 degrees to 100 degrees. Information from the bio-

feedback is indicated in the bars based on the average temperature of 

participants before and after each test. 

The right of the graph displays beats per minute (bpm) recorded from 

the heart-rate monitors, ranging from 65 bpm to the maximum of 105 bpm 

(with a bpm of over 100 bpm indicating a rapid heartbeat). The results are 

shown as a line which overlaps the bio-feedback results to quickly reveal 

consistencies. Finally, the symbols above the graph are indicators as to 

whether an increased (arrow up) or decreased (arrow down) in temperature 

(top row) or heart-rate (bottom row) was noted as compared to the collection 

time prior to it. The most significant results would show the two arrows 

pointing in opposite directions, indicating unison between both skin 

temperature and heart-rate confirming a more positive assumption of how 

the participants were physically affected. If the arrows pointed away from 

each other, the subject showed physical signs of less stress; if the arrows 

pointed towards each other, the subject showed physical signs of more stress. 
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Figure 15: Stress level graph for the Control group during the Pilot Study. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): The initial assumption for this group 

forecasted that information from the bio-feedback monitor would reveal high 

skin temperature indicating a reduced stress level. However, upon further 

inspection from the averaged results of this group, skin temperatures showed 

to be the second lowest compared to all of the other groups. Similar to the 

outcomes from the control group, the bio-feedback indicated a rise and fall 

before and after each test, with dramatic dips in temperature at the start of 

the first Multi-Tasking Test and Medical Terms Test (down to about 88 

degrees Fahrenheit). Unlike the control group which had a total increase in 

skin temperature with a minor dip following the completion of the third 

Multi-Tasking Test, the peppermint group had an overarching wave-like 
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appearance in skin temperature over the course of the session, dropping and 

rising throughout. 

The heart-rate average for the peppermint group showed an overall 

gradual decrease in beats per minute indicating stress reduction. However, 

when comparing the heart-rate results from the control group to the 

peppermint group, there seems to be a number of inaccuracies. Whereas the 

control group dropped after completing the Mood Mapping Test by only 3 

bpms, the peppermint group had a drop of almost 20 bpms - nearly twice the 

amount in the largest drop from the control group. 

When confronted by the graphs from the peppermint group, it would 

appear that there was little to no improvement when using this essential oil 

compared to no smells. Other than during the time participants performed 

the Mood Mapping Test, all of the readings from the peppermint’s bio-

feedback remained lower than the control’s, and remained at or slightly lower 

than the beats per minute (bpm) as compared to the control group.  To sum 

up the comprehensive view of the essential oil of peppermint, there appears 

to be no significant positive benefit to diffusing this aroma based on the 

conditions set forth by this experiment. 
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Figure 16: Stress levels graph for the Peppermint group during the Pilot Study. 

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): As stated earlier, the ginger group was 

included into the pilot study to test and determine if it would be a reliable 

option for the formal study experiment. When looking at the information 

from the bio-feedback, this group showed the overall highest skin 

temperature not only across the board, but this group also showed the most 

consistent increase in temperature signaling an extremely relaxed state for 

the participants in that group who never had their skin temperatures 

recorded below 94.5 degrees Fahrenheit. Much like the control and 

peppermint groups, ginger group showed skin temperatures dipping and 

rising before and after each test taken; but unlike the other two groups, the 

ginger group showed the changes more prevalently than any other group. 
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Unlike any of the other aromatic groups, the ginger environment 

showed a heart-rate slightly decreasing over the course of the session with a 

jump to the highest heart-rate recorded of 106 bpm. Although this was the 

highest heart-rate over all of the aromatic environments, averaging between 

85-106 bpm, two of the three individuals in this group had a spike of 100 bpm 

or more. The final conclusions of this group prove to be unexpectedly positive. 

Although, the initial hypothesis for this group assumed little to no difference 

between it and the control group, it had outshined all of the others in having 

the least stressed participants based on the results from both the bio-

feedback and heart-rate monitors. 

 

Figure 17: Stress levels graph for the Ginger group during the Pilot Study. 

Coffee Arabica (Coffee): The aroma of coffee proved to be an 

unexpected setback in the hypothesis of this smell. Throughout the entire 
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study, the average skin temperature was only 88 degrees Fahrenheit – never 

reaching more than 91 degrees – indicating that the participants were 

slightly more stressed than the rest of the aromatic groupings. Unlike the 

control group, the graph for the bio-feedback temperatures recorded show a 

scattered rise and fall in temperature rather than a continuous increase. As a 

result, these temperature readings appear to not move at all indicating a 

constant state for the participants throughout the session. 

This group was the only aromatic environment that had a similar 

fluctuation in heart-rate as compared to the control group. However, the 

coffee aroma showed to have a higher average in beats per minute, 

suggesting more stress than the control group with no smells. As a result to 

the findings from the bio-feedback and heart-rate monitors from this group, it 

would appear that out of all of the other groups, the coffee aroma group 

showed signs of having the most stressed participants. Although heart-rate 

alone did not indicate the group having the most stress, the addition of the 

bio-feedback, which does show the group as having a drastic reduction in skin 

temperature, concluded this group to have more stress than originally 

predicted. 
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Figure 18: Stress levels graph for the Coffee group during the Pilot Study. 

Methylindole (Odor): The odor used in this study had hoped to find 

significant results in the increase in stress levels due to the distraction of the 

stench. However, based on the bio-feedback and heart-rate readings, this 

assumption has been declared ‘unconfirmed’. When looking at the 

temperature readings for participants in this group, the lowest recorded skin 

temperature was 91.8 degrees Fahrenheit, indicating this group was 

relatively calm while performing their tasks. However, similar to the 

peppermint and coffee aromas, there was no consistent increase or decrease 

in temperatures over the course of the session, but rather a wave-like 

movement that rose and dipped. 
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The bio-feedback results for this group reveal that the odor did not 

negatively affect the participants’ stress levels, and the heart-rate monitor 

recorded the odor group having lower heart-rate readings throughout the 

session. The only indicator of stress was a jump following the completion of 

the Memory test to 92 bpm. In addition, when comparing all of the averaged 

heart-rates for all of the other groups to those collected for the odor 

(methylindole), the odor showed some instance of having opposite effects than 

the other groups. Therefore, rather than decreasing their bpm, participants 

in this group would show a rise. Between both the bio-feedback and heart-

rate monitor findings, it would appear that this group showed having a 

slightly increased level of stress than the other groups but slightly mimicked 

the ginger group. 

 

Figure 19: Stress levels graph for the Odor group during the Pilot Study. 
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Figure 20: Heart rates between each aromatic environment groupings during the Pilot Study. 

 

Figure 21: Bio-feedback between each aromatic environment groupings during the Pilot Study. 
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Conclusion: In conclusion, comparing all of the results from the heart-

rate and bio-feedback monitors, each aromatic environment appeared to 

create their own stress level. Based on the findings between these two 

monitors, it would seem that the Ginger group was the least stressed, 

followed by the Control group. Although these findings were not predicted, 

they did show to have a positive outcome. The remaining smells show 

unexpected results from the odor group (which did not vary significantly from 

the control group), the peppermint group (which showed to have higher levels 

of stress than originally anticipated), and the coffee group (which showed 

having the most amount of stress). 

Multi-Tasking Between Aromatic Environments 

This section will discuss the analysis from the average participants’ 

scores within each aromatic grouping for the multi-tasking test. Each group 

will discuss the results from all three attempts at the task: from the 

participant having no help allowing the participant to read instructions prior 

to the task, to the participant being provided with verbal direction. The 

groups will then be reviewed with respect to the progression of performance 

between the three attempts while comparing stress levels indicated 

previously. Finally, this section will compare the results of the three attempts 

between the different aromatic groups to determine if the smell could have 

affected their performance. 

Control: As a baseline group, it was initially assumed that the results 

of the Multi-Tasking test taken three times would show a consistent increase 

in accuracy over the course of the task. Although there was an increase in 
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total points achieved over the three instances, the group showed a minimal 

increase from the first to second attempt (514%), relative to other aromatic 

environments, and a substantial increase from the second to the third 

attempt (540%). This may be a result relative to the participants had only a 

slight knowledge about how to perform the task, but once they were verbally 

given instructions, they had a greater knowledge regarding the goal of the 

task. One of the most notable facts about the results from this group was its 

consistent low-averaging score, maintaining total points well below any other 

group in the first two attempts and an overall score marked as the lowest 

(542 total points) making the improvements in total points over time appear 

high. Although having the lowest total points in the first two attempts, the 

control group had the third highest score relative to percentage of 

improvements over the course of all three ventures. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): The peppermint group started the 

exercise with the highest number of points averaged (265); however, it only 

showed a 14% increase between the first and second attempts followed by an 

85% increase between the second and third attempts. This group did, 

however, have the second highest total points score of 1128. As the second 

best performing group, the results from the peppermint environment aligns 

with the hypothesis and research findings indicating subjects having a 

heightened awareness. 

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): This group out-performed the other 

aromatic environments by a staggering percentage of improvement. 

Although, the ginger group started off averaging the third highest points for 
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the first attempt (203), the group increased in improvement between the first 

and second attempts by an increase of 150% followed by a 66% increase in the 

second to third attempts, as well as averaging the highest total points (1553). 

Based on the findings from the averaged points collected, this group was the 

only group to show a consistent rate of increase over the course of this task. 

The group outperformed all of the others in both total points and 

improvement percentage, making it the most productive on this task. 

Coffee arabica (Coffee): It was assumed early on that the coffee group 

would show similar results in tasks compared to the control group. However, 

this group showed the worst decline in performance between the first and 

second attempts (-32%) but had the highest increase between the second and 

third attempts (195%). Unfortunately, the total improvement from the first 

attempt to the final attempt was only 101%. Because of this dramatic 

fluctuation in points, this group averaged having the median total number of 

points (813). Because of the poor total number of points only reaching 40, and 

the dramatic decrease in improvement, this group, along with the dirty feet, 

came last in terms of performance. 

Methylindole (Odor): Based on the results from this task, the 

Methylindole did not cause participants to perform worse than those in the 

control group during the first two attempts. However, it did show the one of 

the weakest amounts of improvement throughout the three rounds: -1% 

between the first and second, and 77% between the second and third. This 

group also concluded having the lowest score in the final attempt, but the 

second to lowest in total points with 597, only 10% higher than the total score 
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from the control group. This group, like the coffee, came in last for its poor 

total points and their weak improvement percentage. 

 

Figure 22: Multi-tasking results between all aromatic environmental groupings over the 
course of the three attempts. 

Stroop Test 

This segment will review the outcomes of the environments when 

conducting the Stroop Test. The following will discuss the total correct, the 

shift from the control group, and an overall analysis of the results. 

Control: The baseline group for this task proved to show a successful 

attempt at performance. The overall averaged score for control group 

participants successfully answered 69% of the questions correctly. This 

placed the group as the second lowest scoring group. 
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Mentha piperita (Peppermint): The results from this group showed an 

18% increase from the control group, averaging 81% of the questions asked as 

answered correctly. The high results show affirmation to the research of 

peppermint’s ability to increase performance, and placed it as the second 

highest score. 

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): Once again, the ginger group out-

performed all other aromatic environments, averaging 85% of the questions 

answered correctly on this task. This increase was 24% higher than the total 

results from the control group, and was the only group that included two 

individuals who received 100% correct on their attempt at the task. In 

comparison to the other groups, the ginger group once again out-performed, 

making it the most productive for this task with the highest number of 

correct answers. 

Coffee arabica (Coffee): Although initially assumed to be a secondary 

control group, the results from this task showed a 42% decrease in correct 

answers compared to the control group, answering only 40% of the questions 

correctly. Unfortunately, six of the 16 questions had none of the participants 

in the group answer correctly.  

Methylindole (Odor): Although, this group did not perform the worst 

between the different aromatic environments, it did only have a 2% difference 

between its total score (70% answered correctly) and the score from the 

control group. This gave the group a small lead ahead of the control group, 

but no significant improvement. 
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Figure 23: Results from the Stroop Test between all aromatic environmental groupings. 

Medical Test 

This section will discuss the results of the Medical Test between each 

of the olfactory stimulations. None of the participants were licensed in the 

medical field nor had any official medical training. The following will review 

the total number of correct answers, the average amount of time each group 

took to complete the task, and an overall assumption to the findings. 

Control: Results from this group seemed to have a respectable 

outcome compared to the fact that none of the subjects who participated had 

previous knowledge of advanced medical schooling. Out of nine possible 

correct answers, this group answered an average of three questions correctly 

within 1:24 minutes. Unfortunately, based on the total number correct and 
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the time it took to complete the task, this group was one of the weaker 

performing groups on this task. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): As the second lowest scoring group, 

answering about 4.5 questions correctly, this group took the longest amount 

of time to perform this task, clocking in at two minutes and ten seconds (2:10 

minutes). This group was the worst in performance as it took the longest – 

this group took 54% more time to attain only 50% more correct answers as 

compared to the control group. 

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): This group showed having the second 

highest number of correct answers (4.67) on this task while averaging a 

similar length of time as the control (1:23 minutes). Although, it was not the 

highest scoring group regarding number of correct answers, there was a 56% 

increase in the number of correct answers attained in a 1% reduction in time 

taken to complete as compared to the control group. 

Coffee arabica (Coffee): The results from this group showed an 

extremely unexpected result. Whereas other tasks indicated the coffee group 

to perform at baseline or worse, this task showed the coffee group not only 

having the highest number of correct answers (5) but also showing the least 

amount of time to complete the task (0:58 minutes) – the fastest compared to 

the other aromatic environments. In comparison to the control group, the 

coffee aroma showed having a 67% increase in correct answers with a 31% 

decrease in completion time. 

Methylindole (Odor).  The results from the odor group seemed to run in line 

with the results from the control and ginger group. The correct number of 
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answers reached 4.6 and the time to complete was clocked in at just over the 

minute and a half mark (1:30 minutes). Unfortunately, when compared to the 

control group, even though there was a 53% increase in correct answers, this 

group took 8% longer in completing the task, making it the median in 

performance for this task. 

 

Figure 24: Results from the Medical Test between all aromatic environmental groupings. 

Memory Test 

The following segment will review the results of the Memory Test 

between each aromatic environment. The section will discuss correct 

answers, and overall assumption from the results. 

Control: Based on the results, both the coffee and control group came 

out with the exact percentage (78%) of correct answers, which was lower than 
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the results from the other smells. Unfortunately, these groups were the worst 

in performance for this task. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): This group had a slight increase of 3% 

over the control group, with 80% correct answers recorded, and the median 

among scores from the other groups.  

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): Having a 95% accuracy on this task, this 

group outperformed all others significantly and showed a 22% increase over 

the total correct in the control group. This group was also the only group to 

have two individuals score 100% correct on the task, making it the highest 

performing group for this task. 

Coffee arabica (Coffee): With the lowest score, along with the control 

group at 78% accuracy, this group came in having no improvement. This 

group and the control show having the worst performance in the task. 

Methylindole (Odor). The dirty feet group showed its participants 

reaching the second-highest in accuracy (81%), just 1% higher than the 

Peppermint group and 4% higher than the control group. 
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Figure 25: Results from the Memory Test between all aromatic environmental groupings. 

Mood Mapping 

This section was the most difficult but beneficial task to analyze. It 

reviewed the responses made by participants as they answered the Mood 

Mapping and Beck Test. All aromatic environments will review changes 

made between the five positive emotional states of being, and the eight 

negative states, plus indicators of anxiety from the Beck Test. 

Control: The results from this test showed a remarkable fluctuation in 

the emotions, or state of beings, each participant had from the start to 

completion of this experiment. The results from the control showed a 

somewhat predictable outcome for the participants’ reactions. Anxiety was 

slightly apparent at the start of the study (score = 4) compared to none at all 

at the end indicating some uncertainty by the participants (score = 0). 
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Relaxation decreased (27%) while energy increased (26%) following the end of 

the study, which corresponds to results from the bio feedback and heart-rate. 

In addition, confusion and frustration slightly increased by 6% and 2%, 

respectively, possibly due to scores seen by the participant. Although, 

information from the Beck Test did not provide significant results, some 

entries did have unique responses from the previous tasks. For instance, 14% 

of participants reported “feeling hot” which was the highest state of being for 

this group. 

 

Figure 26: Mood mapping graph depicting the results from the control group. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): This group produced some mixed 

results based on past research studies. Although there was a successful 

increase in the positivity of participants’ (27%; 31% higher than the control 

group) following the end of the session, the amount of increased relaxation 
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(10%; 200% higher than the control) and reduced alertness (-16%; 79% higher 

than the control group) and energy (-2%; 32% higher than the control group) 

contradicts peppermint’s known ability to make an individual more alert and 

excite their muscles. As a benefit to this aroma, the negative emotion had 

little to no feelings other than a slight 1% reduction in confusion. In addition, 

any indicators made from the Beck Test remained under 3 points.  

 

Figure 27: Mood mapping graph depicting the results from the Mentha piperita (Peppermint) 
group.  

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): This group also showed an unusual 

reaction from the start of the session to the end. Although, alertness (10%; 

182% increase from the control group), energy (11%; 132% increase from the 

control group) , happiness (9%; 41% increase from the control group), 

positivity (2%; 19% increase from the control group) increased at the end of 
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the session, and the feeling of being tired decreased (-8%; 13% decrease from 

the control group), an unprecedented increase in anxiety (8%; 800% from the 

control group), confusion (16%; 271% increase from the control group), and 

frustration (28%; 1114% increase from the control group) was noted by the 

participants. Interestingly enough, the Beck Test revealed participants 

noting that they were “unable to relax” (17%; 478% increase from the control 

group) however, their results from the Mood Mapping section reviled only a 

3% drop (200% more than control) at the end of the session in relaxation than 

from the beginning. Participants also indicated they felt their heart pounding 

(20%) and felt nervous (18%) - numbers higher than any recorded for the 

Beck test section.  

 

Figure 28: Mood mapping graph depicting the results from the Zingiber officinalis (Ginger) 
group.  
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Coffee arabica (Coffee): This group seemed to have the worst outcomes 

than any other aromatic environment. All of the positive emotions such as 

awake (-14%; 57% more than the control group), energetic (-11%; 29% less 

than the control group), happiness (-18%; 43% less than the control group), 

positivity (-1%; 93% less than the control group), and relaxed (-23%; 67% less 

than the control group) had strikingly lower scores following the completion 

of the session as compared to the start. In conjunction, negative emotions 

such as anger (3%; 300% more than the control group), confusion (24%; 315% 

more than the control group), frustration (6%; 136% more than the control 

group), negativity (1%), and tiredness (5%, but 72% lower than the control 

group) all increased following the session’s completion. These results seem to 

compare evenly with results from the web-based computerized tasks. Looking 

at the negative emotions, the coffee group showed having an increase in 

confusion (23%; 315% more than the control group) and only a few indicators 

from the Beck Test, such as Numbness or Tingling (1), Feeling hot (2), Heart 

pounding (3), and Nervousness (4).  
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Figure 29: Mood mapping graph depicting the results from the Coffee arabica (Coffee) group.  

Methylindole (Odor): This group had an unusual reaction in that, 

although there were increase in negative emotions, like anger (21%; 11% 

higher than the start and 2100% more than the control), anxiety (22%; 9% 

higher than the start and 2200% more than the control), confusion (16%; 

189% more than the control), frustration (38%; 5% higher from the start and 

1520% more than the control), and negativity (19%; 7% higher from the start 

and 1900% more than the control), this group did show reduced tiredness 

(21%; 4% lower than the start), and increased awareness (76%; 18% more 

than the start) and energy (41%; 12% higher than the start and 161% higher 

than the control). The Beck Test revealed the highest indicators of anxiety 

through Numbness or Tingling (3%; 160% higher than the control), Feeling 

hot (40%; 183% higher than the control), Unable to relax (11%; 280% higher 
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than the control), Fear of worst happening (3%), Dizzy or lightheaded (17%; 

5060% higher than the control), Heart pounding (16%), Nervous (18%; 790% 

higher than the control), Hands trembling (1%), Difficulty in breathing (9%), 

and Face flushed (12%; 815% higher than the control).  

 

Figure 30: Mood mapping graph depicting the results from the Methylindole (odor) group.  
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Smell Identification and Participant Commentary 

Individuals in the Peppermint group did not notice a smell 

immediately; however, once they were made aware that an aroma was being 

used, all said they recognized peppermint and that they would be able to 

spend 8-12 hours a day with that level of peppermint present. In most cases, 

the participants in the study guessed the aroma correctly, with the exception 

of Zingiber officinalis (Ginger). With ginger, the participants likened the 

smell to a lemon-scented cleaning product, and all were surprised it was 

ginger but noted they felt more positive with the aroma. One participant in 

the ginger group mentioned that they had not eaten all day, but said their 

stomach was not hurting like it typically would. Another participant, after 

the first attempt of the Multi-tasking test was completed, commented on the 

room smelling good.  

Modifications to the Final Study Based on Pilot Study Findings 

More aggressive recruitment process. Because the location of the 

formal study took place in the Banner Good Samaritan SimET, and the goal 

of this research was to determine how caregivers react to olfactory stimuli, 

the recruitment process was made stricter on its potential subjects. 

Emergency Department nurses were asked to participate, rather than 

continue using an open field of employment. In addition, potential subjects 

were asked to sign up for a given time slot to ensure only a single participant 

was involved in the study at a given time. Finally, emails were directly sent 

to Registered Nurses within the Banner Health System to ensure these 

professionals were recruited. 
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Additional Bio-feedback device: In addition to using the bio-feedback 

monitor from the pilot study which was able to indicate the exact 

temperature of the participant’s fingertip, a secondary device was used to 

collect the physical stress. The bio-feedback scale is a device that participants 

are able to rest two fingers on a metal plate and a needle sways left or right 

indicating an elevated or reduced amount of stress. Prior to the study 

starting, the participant was asked to place their fingers on the pad to set the 

device at 0 – this provided an initial baseline, or ‘at-rest’ reading.  

Information was then collected multiple times during each aromatic 

environment designating an increased stress (positive number 1.0 to 20.0) or 

decrease in stress (negative number -1.0 to -20.0). 

Updating tests. Although, all of the tasks the participants performed 

during the pilot study showed exceptional findings, it was required that 

participants in the formal study were employed as a Registered Nurse who 

has worked six months or more in the Emergency Department. This would 

assume that they already had a well-rounded knowledge of medicine, 

omitting the Medical Test from the formal.  

The introduction at the start of each session was also modified as well 

by exposing the participant to all of the possible pleasant smells for them to 

select their “most preferred”. This would help determine if, in fact, the 

participant initially enjoyed the aroma they experienced and if the effects of a 

pleasant aroma the subject experienced had an effect on their performance 

even if they did not list it as their “most preferred”. This particular 

modification was included to create a real-world experience, setting an 
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atmosphere that a nurse may be exposed in which they may or may not find 

the aroma used to be pleasant. 

Finally, the largest modification from the pilot study to the formal 

study was the process of how each session was run for the subject 

participants. Rather than asking participants to spend 30 minutes to an hour 

in a session with a single olfactory stimulus, the formal study requested 

subjects to experience all three aromatic environments with full knowledge of 

their presence. Each session began by allowing the participant to do a trial 

run of the Multi-Tasking test for a basic knowledge of how the program 

worked. Following introductions, each session separated into the three 

aromatic groups while performing four tasks (Mood Mapping, Memory Test, 

Stroop Test, and Multi-Tasking Test). Although, subjects were aware that 

they would experience a control, a pleasant aroma, and an unpleasant odor, 

they were not informed of which pleasant aroma they were assigned. 
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Figure 32: Expected results of the Formal Study based on results from the Pilot Study and 
additional research. 

Final Study 

Theoretical Framework  

Below is a diagram indicating the theoretical framework for the 

formal study. Unlike the framework for the pilot study, the smells listed were 

exposed based on the colors shown. In addition, an electronic survey was sent 

out to different Healthcare Systems for a better understanding of smells in 

an Emergency Department. Although it was part of this study, the online 

survey was not associated with the experimental side. 
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Figure 33: Theoretical framework of the Formal Study. 

Participant Selection Criteria 

Due to the study’s focus on how caregivers, or nurses, are affected by 

pleasant or unpleasant smells, it was important to recruit participants who 

had nursing skills. It was crucial to see how participants reacted to the 

smells during tasks, especially during their interaction with the simulated 

patients. The inclusion criteria for participants included: an age range from 

18 years to 65 years, were Registered Nurses who have worked in a typical 

Emergency Department environment for a minimum of 6 months, and who 

worked within the Banner Health System who wished to volunteer to take 

part in this study. Potential participants who were excluded from the study 
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included individuals who were or may be pregnant, individuals under the age 

of 18 years, and individuals over 65 years of age. 

Location Selection Criteria 

Although the most ideal location for monitoring the effects of nurses 

exposed to smells in an Emergency Department would have been an active 

Emergency Department, this experiment took a precautionary approach due 

to the possibility that the smells could cause a negative effect to the 

participants, and in turn, potentially their patients. 

As a means to reduce the possibility of staff error affecting an actual 

human patient, the study took place in the SimET, a simulation center for 

new nurse training, located in the basement level of the Banner Good 

Samaritan Medical Center in Phoenix, Arizona. 

Recruiting Process  

Recruitment occurred via emails sent by the Director of Emergency 

and Trauma at Banner Good Samaritan Medical Center and publicity on the 

investigator’s personal website (www.cotb.me/thesis). Any persons who met 

the inclusion criteria listed above were encouraged to participate. These 

players were then asked to fill out an online form where they provided 

background information to determine their eligibility to participate in the 

study, as well as other valuable information that may affect their reaction 

(such as if they were smokers).  

A maximum of 60 individuals were screened for enrollment for this 

study, while the maximum number of subjects that could enroll was 45, 

giving a 95% confidence interval. Participants were screened through an 
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online application form where those who were ineligible were notified 

immediately.  

Mannequin Programing 

During the study, only one type of mannequin was used for all 

participants, and was pre-programmed to simulate a healthy patient. Prior to 

tests starting, Sim techs from the SimET Center helped to program the 

mannequin and helped to record voices and sounds, such as vomiting, which 

would be typical for a patient. When the session started, the investigator was 

able to select key phrases or noises that emanated from the mannequin. In 

addition to pre-recorded noises and responses, the mannequin was also 

technically equipped to allow for the investigator to provide responses 

directly through a microphone.  

Participant Codes 

Participant codes were used as a tool to ensure participant 

confidentiality during the course of the session. Codes were created by using 

a number system: the first number indicated the participant’s gender (1 = 

Female; 2 = Male) and the second two digits represented the time slot during 

which the volunteer chose to participate in the study. For instance, if a 

female nurse decided to sign up for the very first time slot, her participant 

code would read: 101. If a male nurse decided to sign up for the following 

time slot, his code would read: 202. This technique allowed the investigator to 

easily and quickly gather and analyze the information from each participant. 

The possibility of error was also reduced as each time slot was numbered 

specifically. 
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Smell Descriptions 

Control: The control group was once again used as a baseline to 

compare the findings between the other aromatic environments. No smells 

were intentionally introduced into the simulated emergency space during this 

time to ensure a natural ‘neutral’ atmosphere. 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint): This group was once again used based 

on the reports from past research studies indicating this essential oil to be 

optimal for increasing alertness and reducing fatigue. Although the results 

from the pilot study did not indicate such significantly positive outcomes, the 

formal study sought to determine the effects this aroma had on caregivers 

while they cared for a simulated patient. Once again, the essential oil was 

introduced into the environment through diffusion.  It is hypothesized that 

the results from the formal study will share similar results from the pilot 

study, and conclude the unnecessary need for this essential oil to be used in a 

typical Emergency Department. 

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger): Because of its outstanding and 

unpredicted results from the pilot study, this aroma was once again utilized 

in the formal study in an attempt to recreate the positive reaction from this 

citrus aroma found in the pilot study. Just like in the pilot study, this 

essential oil was diffused into the air. The hypothesis for this aroma 

predicted similar results, possibly referencing the smell to the lemon-scented 

aroma of the cleaning products. 

Coffee Grounds: As a necessary modification from the pilot study, the 

formal study presented the aroma of coffee beans in a similar fashion than is 
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currently used in many typical Emergency Departments: coffee grounds. 

These grounds were placed discretely near the computer where participants 

were performing their web-based computerized tasks, instead of near the 

simulated patient, to replicate similar layouts in the ED. The results from 

this group were assumed to show a more positive reaction compared to the 

results from the pilot study; however, the results were also conversely 

predicted to show negative results due to the aroma’s association in the 

Emergency Department as a foul odor. 

Lavandula angustifolia (Lavender): As one of the most favored aromas 

in today’s society, this essential oil was selected due to its “miracle 

properties” and recognizability. Like the other essential oils used in this 

study, the lavender aroma used a diffuser to evenly disperse the smell 

throughout the space. It is assumed that this aroma will have the greatest 

number of individuals selecting this as their “most-pleasant” aroma at the 

start of the sessions. In addition, because so many people find this aroma to 

be pleasant, it was hypothesized that this group would show the most 

prominent increase in productivity based on test scores and positivity from 

the Mood Mapping Test due to its familiarity which, in turn, would lead to a 

reduction in participants’ physical stress. 

Citrus bergamia (Bergamot): As an additional citrus aroma, bergamot 

was introduced due to its de-stressing properties. It was also introduced to 

determine if the aroma of citrus would have similar results to the ginger 

group from the pilot study. The essential oil for this study used diffusion to 

introduce the aroma. Although pleasant and uplifting, this group is 
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hypothesized to have a slightly reduced positive effect compared to the ginger 

group due to its unrecognizable aroma which may distract participants.  

Methylindole (Odor: Once again, this odor is used in the formal study 

to replicate the stench of dirty feet. During this experiment, the jar of 

Methylindole will be taken out of the box prior to the start of the study and 

placed near the participant’s computer. Although the pilot study revealed 

some slight negative responses to the odor, it is assumed that this smell may 

have participants react closer to the control group due to the nurse’s constant 

exposure to foul odors.  

Procedure 

The duration of the study lasted between June 29, 2012 and 

November 8, 2012. Each session lasted no more than 1.5 hours (or just shy of 

1/6 of a typical 12 hour shift) for each participant. Following each session, 

data analyzing began immediately and continued for one month following the 

completion of the study. 

There was no deception in this experiment. Participants were 

informed of participating in three different aromatic environments which 

included an odor and an aroma. Prior to the start of testing, participants 

were allowed to choose their pleasant aroma of choice to determine their 

“most-pleasant” aroma. Each session began with an introduction to the study 

and the opportunity to sign the consent form, which all participants were 

given a copy of. Following the participant signing the forms, they performed a 

short test (Mood Mapping) which allowed participants to place how they felt, 

emotionally, on scales. Once this initial test was completed, information was 
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gathered from heart-rate and bio-feedback monitors every five minutes 

starting after the completion of the first test, Mood Mapping. This was initial 

data was used as a cross-reference, or baseline, to how the participants 

performed; any comments that are made during and after the sessions were 

also recorded. Participants were asked to begin taking care of their simulated 

patients – mannequins - and the aromatic diffusion process finally began. 

The smell diffused was determined by the section, or group, of the 

session that the subject participated in. All participants took part in a control 

session, an odor session (which contained the same odors amongst all 

participants), and an aroma session (which had been predetermined prior to 

the recruitment process). During the study, each participant completed all 

computerized tasks and attended to their simulated patients. The 

environment attempted to simulate a highly stressful atmosphere by 

interrupting the caregivers from their patients every five minutes to collect 

bio-feedback and heart-rate information, as well as requiring the caregivers 

to simultaneously perform computer tasks, complete a high score from a 

virtual IV, as well as continue to care for their simulated patient. 

Each test consisted of a series of tasks considered common for a 

caregiver in a typical Emergency Department, including, but not limited to: 

patient interaction and care, administering medication to patients, and 

simple computerized tasks/tests which this study included: the Stroop Test, 

Memory Test, and a Multi-tasking Test. A participant repeated the series of 

tasks and participated in patient (simulated) care for the two olfactory 

environments that followed; see appendix for a timeline of each grouping. 
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Finally, a short follow-up interview was conducted. End of study interviews 

took place immediately after each session of the study, and was set up semi-

structured. This allowed participants to openly express, and be able to better 

describe, how they felt about performing each task, if they noticed any smells, 

how they liked – or disliked - the smells, and if they felt the smell in the room 

allowed or prevented them from performing their best. 

Confidentiality of data. Confidentiality of records identifying subjects 

has been maintained. Individuals who may have access to data information 

include the following: Carina Clark (co-Investigator), Jose Bernardi (Principle 

Investigator), Richard Watts (co-Investigator), and the SimET at Banner 

Good Samaritan Medical Center. 

Participant codes were used during data collection to protect patient 

confidentiality, while a Master List was kept in a secure location in a locked 

cabinet within a locked room on the ASU Tempe campus.  Once the data had 

been collected and analyzed, any identifiers (ex. Participant’s name, position, 

hospital of employment) were emitted prior to publication. Coding was used 

to identify participants between each types of data collection, such as 

surveys, interviews, and the study.  

Master list. Identifiers were removed from the data at the full 

completion of the study prior to graduation. A Master List was used as a way 

to accurately analyze data between the different participants. The Master 

List was stored in a locked cabinet in the locked room CDN66 on the ASU 

Tempe Campus, which only one investigator had access to.  
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Variables 

Due to the nature of this experiment, it is possible that, because 

participants knew they would be experiencing three different smells, the 

demand-characteristic effect took place. This effect is an occurrence where 

participants attempt to act as a “good subject” by interpreting what the study 

is attempting to find, and by then acting in a way they feel would meet the 

best requirements the researcher is looking for (Tate, 1997).  

IRB Approval 

ASU IRB approval was given in October 2011, and modified to reflect 

exact verbiage of changes to meet Banner Health’s IRB approval. In 

November 2012, this study received IRB approval from Banner Health. 

Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the essence of this study by reviewing the 

research questions, methodology, methods used, and safety considerations for 

the study. It then explained further details of the pilot study, including the 

theoretical framework, participant and location selection, recruitment 

process, data collection, procedures, and variables. Due to the strong 

influence the pilot study had on the modifications made to improve the 

formal study, the chapter then introduced the findings from each task that 

participants were asked to perform, followed by what modifications were 

made between study experiments. Finally, the chapter then looked into the 

details of the formal study including mannequin programing, participant 

codes, master list, smell descriptions, confidentiality of the participants, and 
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approval. To conclude, this chapter highlighted the IRB approval for the 

formal study from both the University’s IRB and the Banner Health IRB.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter will review the project analysis for this thesis. 

Participant information, such as age, gender, if they suffer from any allergies 

– especially to fragrances - and their selective choice in pleasant aroma will 

be discussed. Afterwards, the chapter will synthesize outcomes for each of the 

different aromatic environments from both the physical monitors and web-

based computer tasks. Findings will then be summed up with final comments 

and participant interactions from the sessions. 

Participant Info (Age, Gender, Allergies, Etc.) 

This study allowed for up to 45 participants to take part. While only 

fifteen individuals signed up for the study, only eight actively attended and 

participated. Four individuals who signed up did not schedule a day & time 

to attend the study and did not schedule after an attempt was made to 

contact them. Three individuals signed up for a day and time, but did not 

show up at their scheduled study time, nor did they reschedule even after 

being contacted by the investigator. For the eight individuals who did fully 

participate, five were females with an average age of 41 years; three were 

males with an average age of 39.67 years. The average age of all of the 

participants was 40.33 years. Only one of the participants currently was, or 

had been a smoker, and indicated that they had smoked for over 30 years. 

None of the females who participated in the study were pregnant, or thought 

to be. None of the participants indicated they had any allergies to any of the 

aromas used during the study. 
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All of the participants in this study had worked in the Emergency 

Department (ED) for six months or more. The average work period in the 

Emergency Department was 2.56 years, but the average period was 8.07 

years working in the medical field. The maximum number of years worked in 

an Emergency Department was 16 years. All but one participant currently 

worked in an Emergency Department, with one of the participants currently 

focusing in a pediatric ED. The participant who did not currently work in the 

Emergency Department, but had in the past, was working in Internal 

Medicine at the time of the study. In total, six Registered Nurses, one 

Emergency Department tech, and one Emergency Department physician 

participated in this study.  

Participants Choice in “Pleasant Smell” 

Although the type of pleasant aroma used during the study was 

predetermined to ensure even data collection, all participants were briefly 

exposed to each of the five different essential oils to calculate which oil was 

their preferred. Because participant size was small, analysis was not done to 

compare if the oil chosen by the participant matched the oil used in the study, 

nor if the aromas affected them in a more positive manner than those who 

chose an oil different than the one used in the study. Based on the 

information collected, half (4) of the participants chose the aroma of 

peppermint as their most preferred; only one of these participants 

experienced Mentha piperita (Peppermint) during the study. The only aroma 

that was not chosen as a preferred aroma by any of the participants was the 

coffee grounds; it is to be noted that the one participant who was randomly 
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chosen to experience this aroma during their session noted greatly disliking 

the essence after this portion of the study.  

Stress Levels 

Prior to the start of the study, each participant was asked to perform 

the actions necessary to collect their heart-rate and bio-feedback information 

to act as the baseline by placing their fingers on the stand-alone bio-feedback 

device and allow for the investigator to record information from the 

secondary bio-feedback monitor and heart-rate monitor. This data reflected 

the participants at a state of rest. The baseline information allowed the 

investigator to study the differences between physical reactions when 

exposed to an aromatic environment and the physical state of the participant 

at this resting state (baseline). This knowledge was different than the control 

information, as the control session had participants performing all of the 

additional tasks required by the study while the participants’ physical data 

was being collected. 
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Figure 34: Heart rates between each aromatic environment groupings during the Formal 

Study. 

 

Figure 35: Bio-feedback between each aromatic environment groupings during the Formal 
Study. 
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Control  

The initial baseline reading was taken just after the informed consent 

was signed and prior to starting any tasks; this reflected the participant at 

an “at rest” state. Results from the control grouping showed an average 

control heart rate reading of 87 bpm (beats per minute) (1.70% less than the 

baseline), ranging between a minimum of 70 bpm and a maximum of 117 

bpm. The average biofeedback reading was 83.05 degrees during the control, 

1.11% higher than the baseline reading (82.14), and a 2 on the scale (where 

the baseline was set to read as 0) from the average participants’ reading. The 

minimum bio-feedback reading during the control session was 71.4 while the 

maximum was 93.0. One individual showed a spike from 80 bpm to 117 bpm, 

and an elevated biofeedback scale of 19 between the Memory test and the 

Multi-Tasking test. 
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Figure 36: Stress Levels graph for the Control group during the Formal Study. 

Methylindol (Dirty Feet) 

The odor grouping showed having a range for the baseline heart rate 

reading between 71 and 123, with an average of 85 bpm (-3.12% as compared 

to the baseline reading). The average skin temperature for the odor grouping 

was 82.69 degrees Fahrenheit (or a -1 on the scale), with a minimum of 70.9 

degrees Fahrenheit (and -20.0 on the scale) and a maximum of 94.5 degrees 

Fahrenheit (and 20.0 on the scale). For one individual during the coffee 

grounds session, this heart-rate jumped between 103, to 84, to 101, to 81 

bmp; this physical reaction of swaying from high stress to low stress to high 

stress back to low stress was also noticeable in the data collected from the 

biofeedback monitor which recorded a skin temperature of 85.1 (20 on the 

scale), then 82.9 (14), then 83.8 (16), then 80.1 (18) degrees Fahrenheit. 
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Besides this particular individual, the overall stress level of participants 

during the odor grouping appeared to have no effect to a slightly reduced 

effect on the stress of the participant. Heart rate numbers revealed this 

grouping had the fourth-highest bpm, while skin temperatures showed the 

odor group having the second lowest range in temperatures. 

 

Figure 37: Stress Levels graph for the Odor group during the Formal Study. 

Aromas 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint). The average heart rate reading was 

81.8 bpm, 7.31% lower than the baseline, and 10.32% lower than the odor 

group. The average skin temperature during this session was 83.85 degrees 

Fahrenheit (+4 on the scale), 2.08% higher than the baseline and 0.96% 

higher than the control group. The reduction in bpm and the increase in bio-
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feedback numbers indicate that participants in this group showed their stress 

reduced. 

 

Figure 38: Stress Levels graph for the Mentha piperita (Peppermint) group during the Formal 
Study. 

Zingibar officinalis (Ginger). This group showed an average bpm of 87, 

which was lower than the baseline (-1.36%) and the control group (-3.11%) 

but slightly elevated from the odor group (1.81%). The biofeedback 

thermometer showed the average skin temperature for the ginger group was 

83.35 degrees Fahrenheit, which had increased from the baseline (1.47%), the 

control group (0.36%), and the odor group (0.80%). In addition, the scaled 

biofeedback monitor showed an average of -19 (negative), indicating a 

considerable reduction in stress levels, and a large reduction from the control 

group (1249.15%) and the odor group (1733.33%). With the reduction in heart 
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rate beats per minute and the slight increase in skin temperature, but 

decrease from the biofeedback scale, this group shows a significant 

correlation between physical stress and the aroma used based on the data 

collected from the physical reactions. 

 

Figure 39: Stress levels for the Zingibar officinalis (Ginger) group during the Formal Study. 

Coffee grounds. The coffee grounds group showed an average heart 

rate of 96 bpm – the highest among all of the aromatic environments. This 

heart-rate showed an increase from the baseline (8.84%), the control group 

(13.90%), and the odor group (12.35%) by large amounts. Additionally, the 

average skin temperature was 84.09 degrees Fahrenheit, a 2.37% increase 

from the baseline, a 1.25% increase from the control group, and a 1.69% 

increase from the odor group. Likewise, the biofeedback scale indicated an 

average score of 13, with a 676.12% increase from the control group and 
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1338.10% increase from the odor. These numbers state that there was a 

significant increase in stress due to the elevated heart rate and biofeedback 

scale. Although the average skin temperature did not decline, indicating 

more stress, the increase from baseline, control and odor was so minimal; it 

did not show any positive effects. Overall, the coffee grounds group showed 

the second worse reaction by producing physical stress on the participants. 

 

Figure 40: Stress levels for the coffee grounds group during the Formal Study. 

Lavandula vera (Lavender). The average heart rate reading was 75 

bpm – the lowest recorded between all groupings – and indicated a reduction 

in bpm from the baseline (-14.97%), the control group (-12.34%), and the odor 

group (-12.23%).  The average reading for the lavender group read between 

71 and 81 bpm. Although, the lavender group showed the best response 

through a reduced heart rate, the opposite occurred during the biofeedback 
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collection. The average biofeedback reading was 75.9 degrees – the lowest 

average among all groups - and showed a decline from the baseline (-12.83%), 

the control group (-13.79%), and the odor group (-13.41%) with similar results 

for the biofeedback scale (-935.82% from the control, -1233.33% from the 

odor). Even though this group showed some reduction in skin temperatures, 

the overall averages for the heart rate and biofeedback scales were in 

relatively great condition. Based on the information collected from all of the 

aromatic environments, the Lavender group showed having the most positive 

physical reaction. 

 

Figure 41: Stress levels for the Lavandula vera (Lavender) group during the Formal Study. 

Citrus bergamia (Bergamot). The average heart rate reading was 84 

bpm - 5.33% lower than the baseline, 4.67% higher than the control group, 

and 2.28 lower from the odor group. The average group reading was between 
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74 and 95 bpm, with the absence of one recording during the multi-tasking 

test due to technical difficulties. The average biofeedback reading was 89.49 

degrees Fahrenheit, an increase from the baseline (8.95%), the control group 

(7.75%), and the odor group (8.22%). The biofeedback scale averaged out at 

14.25, an increase from the control group (750.75%), and the odor group 

(1457.14%). 

 

Figure 42: Stress levels for the Citrus bergamia (Bergamot) group during the Formal Study. 
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Multi-tasking between aromatic environments 

 

Figure 43: Total scores for the Multi-tasking test between each aromatic environment 
groupings during the Formal Study. 

Control  

The control group was the first officially-recorded attempt made by 

the participants following a trial run after the informed consents were signed. 

This group showed having an average total score of 334 points with 105 in 

math, 135 in arrow, and an average of 3 in color. The control group ended up 

having the fourth highest score among all other aromatic environments. 

Methylindol (Dirty Feet) 

The average total points for the odor group was 404, with 131 in math 

(25.36% higher than the control group), 213 in arrow (58.36% higher than the 

control group), and 18 in color (506.67% higher than in the control group). 
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Overall, there was a positive increase in accuracy during the odor group, 

resulting in the second highest score between all aromatic environments.  

Aromas 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint). The average total points for the 

peppermint group was 260 (35.64% lower than the odor group and 24.40% 

lower from the control group). The average score for math was 120 (-8.4% 

from the odor group and +14.83% from the control group), arrow was 95        

(-55.4% from the odor group and -29.37% from the control group), and color 

was 45 points (+147.25% from the odor group and +1400% from the control 

group). 

Zingibar officinalis (Ginger). The average total points for the ginger 

group was 35 – the lowest total score out of all of the aromatic environments 

(91.34% lower than the odor and 89.82% lower than the control). The average 

math score was -5 (-103.82% from the odor group and -104.78% from the 

control group), the average arrow score was 35 (-83.57% from the odor group 

and -73.98% from the control group), and the average color score was 5          

(-72.53% from the odor group and +66.67% from the control group). 

Coffee grounds. This group had an average total score of 200 points     

(-50.50% compared to the odor group; -41.84% compared to the control group) 

separated by 25 points in math (-80.92% from the odor group and -76.08% 

from the control group), 145 in arrow (-31.92% in the odor group; +7.81% in 

the control group), and 30 in color (+64.84% from the odor group and +900% 

from the control group). 
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Lavandula vera (Lavender). The average number of total points 

earned in the Lavender group was 680, scoring 45 in math, 82.5 in the 

arrows, and 55 in the color section. The average points showed an increase 

from the odor session of about 68.32% and an increase from the control 

session of 97.73% increase from the control. This group showed the highest 

total score among all other aromatic environments. 

Citrus bergamia (Bergamot). This group showed an average number of 

points earned at 375. This broke down to achieving 175 in math, 20 in the 

arrows, and 15 in the color section. The average points showed a decrease 

from the odor session of about -7.18% and an increase from the control 

session of 9.04%.  

Stroop Test 

 

Figure 44: Total scores for the Stroop test between each aromatic environment groupings 
during the Formal Study. 
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Control 

This group had the second lowest score, just over bergamot, with a 

total score of 6 out of 10. The peppermint group had the highest positive 

variance (Δ-4) between the control and the aroma, from 4 to 8. One individual 

in the bergamot group had a negative variance between the control and the 

aroma of 8 to 3. Another bergamot participant had the lowest positive 

variance (Δ4) from the control to the odor of 4 to 8. No control went below 4 

correct responses, while the maximum was 8. The average number of correct 

answers for this group was 6. 

Methylindol (Dirty Feet).  

The average correct number of answers for this group was 6, with a 

minimum of 3 correct and a maximum of 8 correctly answered questions. The 

lavender, coffee grounds and peppermint groups all showed a slight 

improvement over the control group.  

Aromas 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint). The average correct number of 

answers for this group was an 8 - a 37.93% increase in the number of correct 

answers from the odor group, and a 40.35% increase from the control group. 

This group showed a steady increase throughout the study, increasing from a 

score of 4 to 5 (+25.00%) to 8 (+60.00%). A steady increase could have 

resulted from the participants’ increasing familiarity with the task; however, 

the heightened increase between results between the odor and aroma 

sessions could reflect peppermint’s perceived ability to increase productivity 

and awareness. 
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Zingibar officinalis (Ginger). The ginger group showed an average of 6 

correct answers (3.45% higher than the odor group and 5.26% higher than the 

control group) and had a jagged reaction between the different aromatic 

environments. The control group for this test had the highest score (8) which 

then decreased drastically to 5 (-37.50%). There was then an increase of 

20.00% (6) by the aroma group over the control group. This group best 

illustrated the original hypothesis for this study and particular session by 

showing a decrease in performance during the odor session, attributed to this 

producing a possible distraction and/or discomfort, followed by an increase in 

numbers during the aroma session. However, the difference between the 

control and aroma group did not show a positive increase, which would have 

been consistent with the results from the Pilot Study. 

Coffee grounds. The coffee grounds group had an average score of 7, 

which was 20.69% higher than the odor group and 22.81% higher than the 

control group. Unlike some other aromas, this session progressed with 

number of correct answers increasing from 5 to 6 (+20%), to 7 (+16.67%). 

Lavandula vera (Lavender). The average score for the lavender group 

was 9.5. This was a 63.79% increase from the odor session, and a 66.67% 

increase from the control group. This consistent increase could be the result 

of a progressive better understanding from the participant after each time 

tried, as well as the inherent benefits of inhaling the essential oil. 

Citrus bergamia (Bergamot). The Bergamot group showed an average 

score on the Stroop Test of 4.5. The score was a 22.41% decrease from the 

odor session and a 21.05% decrease from the control group.   
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Memory Test 

 

Figure 45: Memory results from the Formal Study 

Control  

The control group showed having the highest number of correct 

answers (7 out of 10 possible) on the memory test than of any other grouping.  

Methylindol (Dirty Feet) 

The odor group showed having the second highest number of correct 

answers (6). Although a reduction in correct answers was expected due to the 

amount of time between first and second attempts, the small reduction           

(-16.42%) was unpredictable in the number of correct answers. 

Aromas 

Only the ginger group showed a score higher than zero for this task. 

These results may not directly indicate that all essential oils are ineffective 
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for memory tasks, regardless of the results. Causal effects of these results 

may be due to the time frame participants participated in this task. For 

instance, this was the first task during the control session, but the second to 

the last task during the aroma session, allowing for a 50 minute time gap. 

Only the ginger group managed to achieve a positive score (1) which was an 

82.14% decrease from the odor group and 85.07% decrease from the control 

group. All of the other aromas received a 0 score. 

Mood Mapping 

Control  

The control group was used as a tool to determine a controlled – non-

aromatic - state of being for the participants. Assumptions would conclude 

that all aromas would produce a more positive emotional state, the odor 

would have a negative reaction, and the control should fit squarely in the 

middle. Results from this study revealed that the control group was the 

second highest in producing positive emotions (78.2), 5.03% less than the 

baseline, compared to all other aromatic environments. This particular 

reaction could be the result of reduced confusion and anxiety from performing 

all of the tasks. For the negative emotions, the control group landed in the 

middle of the pack with an average of -23.575, 39.09% lower than the 

baseline reading.  Overall, the control group achieved a Mood Mapping score 

of 54.63, the second highest most positive score and 16.46% higher than the 

baseline reading.  
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Figure 46: Recordings of states of beings for the control group during the Formal Study. 

Methylindol (Dirty Feet) 

The odor group was assumed to show some of the lowest positive 

scores and one of the – if not the most – lowest scores for the negative states 

of being, resulting in an overall negative emotional state. However, results 

from the Mood Mapping test revealed that the odor may have had a slight 

effect on the emotional state of participants as the positive emotions, such as 

awake (86), energetic (77), happy (73), positive (76), and relaxed (63), 

averaged to be a total positive score of 74.94, only 8.99% less than the 

baseline. On the other hand, the negative emotions, such as anger (-24), 

anxiety (-39), confusion (-35), frustration (-45), negativity (-29), sadness (-19), 

tiredness (-33), and worrisome (-28), averaged to be -31.3 (84.66% less than 

the baseline reading) totaling an overall emotional score of 43.64 – the third 
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lowest emotional state compared to all other aromatic environments – and 

33.26% lower than the baseline. All of these scores indicate that, although not 

producing the worst emotional state, the odor did slightly negatively affect 

the states of beings for the participants. 

 

Figure 47: Recordings of states of beings for the odor group during the Formal Study. 

Aromas 

Mentha piperita (Peppermint). The peppermint group showed having 

the most positive emotional reaction (94.6), and was the only aroma to 

achieve a positive variance from the baseline of +14.89%. Positive states 

included awake (99), energetic (94), happy (97), positive (94), and relaxed 

(89). It also produced the second lowest negative reactions (-19.74), only 

16.52% lower than the baseline. These negative emotions included angry (-5), 

anxious (-75, and 56.58% more than the next highest group), confused (-9), 
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frustrated (-33), negative (-7), sad (-5), tired (-12), and worried (-12). Overall, 

the peppermint group was the most positive group with an overall Mood 

Mapping rating of 74.85. Once again, peppermint produced the only aromatic 

environment to receive a Mood Mapping score higher than the baseline 

(+14.47%).   

 

Figure 48: Recordings of states of beings for the Mentha piperita (Peppermint) group during 
the Formal Study. 

Zingibar officinalis (Ginger). The ginger group had the third lowest 

positive reaction (71.40), with a 13.29% decrease from the baseline reading. 

Positive emotions included: awake (78), energetic (70), happy (67), positive 

(80), and relaxed (62). This group achieved a score of -17.25 for negative 

emotional states – the highest among any other aromatic environments, and 

1.77% lower than the baseline reading, indicating that the participants who 
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experienced ginger felt slightly less negative emotions than when they 

initially started the study. Scores recorded for the negative emotions 

included: angry (-11), anxious (-20), confused (-22), frustrated (-33), negative 

(-13), sad (-11), tired (-10), and worried (-18).  Overall, the ginger group 

scored a Mood Mapping rating of +54.15 which was only 17.19% lower than 

the baseline. Although this group was not significantly negatively impacted 

emotionally, results did seem to be slightly lower than what may have been 

expected based on the results from the Pilot Study.  

 

Figure 49: Recordings of states of beings for the Zingibar officinalis (Ginger) group during the 
Formal Study. 

Coffee grounds. The coffee ground group had the second lowest 

positive reaction (60.10) behind bergamot, with a 27.01% reduction from the 

baseline. Each of the positive states of beings were recorded at or near the 
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lowest, which included awake (52), energetic (60), happy (66), positive (66), 

and relaxed (58). Although no significant research for this study indicated 

that a positive emotional state was concurrent with the aroma of freshly 

ground coffee beans, results did show that participants of this group noted 

having the lowest score for being awake (26 points) which was 33.97% lower 

than the next lowest score. Similarly, this group reported experiencing the 

worst amount of negative emotions (-37.56%), 121.61% lower than the 

baseline reading. These emotions consisted of: anxious (-47), confused (-34), 

frustrated (-35), and negative (-33) with the lowest scores reported for angry 

(-43), sad (-42), tired (-37), and worried (-30). Overall, the coffee grounds 

group reported the lowest emotional state of being compared to all other 

aromatic environments with a Mood Mapping score of only 22.54 (65.53% 

lower than the baseline). 
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Figure 50: Recordings of states of beings for the coffee grounds group during the Formal Study. 

Lavandula vera (Lavender). This group showed having a median 

average of positive emotional states (+75.10; -8.79% from the baseline). All 

positive states were in a medium to high range in comparison to other 

aromatic environments including: awake (78, which was the second lowest 

score), energetic (79), happy (75), positive (77), and relaxed (68). Many of the 

positive scores, such as the awake and energetic, were slightly reduced most 

likely in conjunction with lavender’s researched ability to relax an individual. 

This also rang true with lavender having the second highest relaxed score, 

after peppermint. The lavender group also showed having the third lowest 

negative emotive response (-27.94), 64.82% lower than the baseline, and 

included angry (-25), anxious (-33), confused (-33), frustrated (-30), negative   

(-25), sad (-25), tired (-25), and worried (-29). Overall, the lavender group 
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scored a 47.16 on their Mood Mapping, which was 27.88% lower than the 

baseline.  

 

Figure 51: Recordings of states of beings for the Lavandula vera (Lavender) group during the 

Formal Study. 

Citrus bergamia (Bergamot). This group had a positive score of 59.70, 

27.5% lower than the baseline, and the lowest positive score among all of the 

aromatic environments. Positive states of being included: awake (90), 

energetic (62), happy (63), positive (46), and relaxed (39). Happy, positive, 

and relaxed all averaged the lowest scoring positive emotional state. The 

bergamot group showed both the highest and lowest scores for the negative 

emotions, including: anger (-2, the highest recoded), anxiety (-1, the highest 

recorded), confusion (-57, the lowest recorded), frustration (-58, the lowest 

recorded), negativity (-42, the lowest recorded), sadness (-3, the highest 
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recorded), tiredness (-25), and worrisome (-14). Overall, this group achieved a 

Mood Mapping score of 34.64, 47.03% lower than the baseline. 

 

Figure 52: Recordings of states of beings for the Citrus bergamia (Bergamot) group during the 

Formal Study. 
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Electronic Survey 

Thirty-four individuals, including of 26 females and 7, males 

participated in the survey. The average age of participants was measured at 

35.12 years, with a minimum age of 24 and a maximum of age of 60 years. 

Most of the participants (29 individuals) were a part of the Catholic 

Healthcare West System and all of those individuals were from St. Joseph's 

Hospital and Medical Center in Phoenix, AZ. Three participants were from 

the Banner Health System and worked at Banner Desert Medical Center in 

Mesa, AZ, Cardon Children's Medical Center in Mesa, AZ, or Banner Del E. 

Webb Medical Center in Sun City West, AZ. The average years of healthcare 

experience was 10.09 years with a minimum of 2 years and maximum of 31 

years. The average number of years worked in an Emergency Department 

was 7.10 years with a minimum of 1 year and a maximum of 28 years. 

Thirteen of the thirty-four participants indicated they had some sort of 

allergies. Most of the allergies that were identified were pollens (6) and 

grasses (5). Others included animal fur (3), dust mites (3), mold (2), latex (3), 

floral (1), and perfumes (1). 

A majority of the participants (29 individuals) noted that they 

regularly noticed smells at the hospital they currently work at while five 

indicated that smells were not regularly noted. The top six smells that were 

identified as those that might be found within the hospital they previously or 

currently work at included: dirty feet (70.09%), body odor (66.85%), alcohol – 

the beverage (64.03%), feces (63.09%), Gastro Intestinal (GI) bleed (56.18%), 

and vomit (55.56%).  
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Figure 54: Smell types within a hospital setting and the amount caregivers perceive there to 
be. 

When asked if the current hospital of employment uses coffee grounds 

to combat smells, the majority (21 individuals) indicated they were not 

familiar with the strategy being used, seven individuals indicated it was a 

used strategy, however, they were aware of it, and the remaining six 

individuals indicated it was used, but were not sure on how frequent. 

Participants believed the use of coffee grounds did not adequately affect the 

removal of odors (3.86 out of 10); the highest effectiveness indicated was 6 out 

of 10. When asked if the essential oil of peppermint was used at their current 

place of employment to rid odors, most respondents said it was used 

sometimes (16 individuals). 9 said the essential oil was used all the time 

while 4 said it was used rarely. Five individuals indicated it was not used nor 
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were they familiar with this strategy. When asked if an essential oil other 

than peppermint was used, only 4 individuals indicated a ‘yes’ answer (2: yes 

all the time; 2 yes sometimes) while 3 indicated it was not used but they were 

aware of the strategy. All other respondents indicated they were not familiar 

with the strategy. When asked if an ionizer was used to rid odors, most 

respondents (19) said they were not aware of the strategy, and 5 said they 

were aware but it was not used. Eight individuals said it was sometimes 

used, but only 1 said it happened all the time and 1 said it was a rare 

occurrence.  

 

Figure 55: Strategies used in hospitals to combat smells based on the responses of caregivers. 

In most cases, respondents indicated that the strategies were mostly 

being used as tools to rid of the department odors. In many cases, peppermint 

oil was used in various formats from hanging lodoform gauze in a patient’s 
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doorway to rolling a piece of paper so it sits halfway out of a cap filled with 

peppermint oil. 

When asked if the individual believed that smells have the ability to 

affect productivity, 85% (29) agreed. However, when asked if they had 

experienced a smell that affected their own ability to work, only 25 responded 

that they had experienced that, and of those, 92% (23) indicated it was a 

negative experience and 8% (2) indicated it was a neutral experience. Many 

of the respondents described the experiences they had – especially negative 

ones – in relation to not being able to rid an odor; they indicated that it 

permeated their own clothes and would linger for the rest of their shift. Many 

of the contributing factors as noted by the participants were of homeless 

individuals coming in with extensive body odor – especially during the 

Arizona summer , or those who were experiencing some sort of medical 

condition related to a skin infection (which smelled like “extended death”), or 

feces and GI bleeds. Many participants say they are affected mentally by the 

odors, but try not to have their facial expressions show as they hurry in and 

out of the patient area. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has covered the overall information collected from the 

Formal Study, from participant information to test outcomes. All tests and 

physical collection devices were detailed as to how there was improvement or 

a decline in performance between the control and odor sessions compared to 

the aroma sessions. In addition, this chapter also reviewed the information 
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collected from the electronic survey which was sent out to a number of 

different hospitals among varying healthcare systems.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

The following chapter will culminate the information related to this 

thesis. Limitations to the Formal Study will be discussed, as well as a 

summary of information will be provided, as it relates to this thesis as a 

whole. The chapter will then review the implications for future research and 

close with a final conclusion. 

Summary 

As part of the overall physical scores, test scores, and mental scores, 

each smell was reviewed and their results from each test were given a 

ranking between one and seven (1 being the worst score, and 7 being the best 

score) depending on how well that smell did compared to the others; this 

allowed for a better representation in how each group did rather than 

compare the scores themselves as some scores varied widely. Those numbers 

were then added together to find the overall sum of rankings based on the 

aromatic environment. 

Overall the physical performance of the different aromatic 

environments was semi-surprising. Results from the study indicated that, 

just as in the Pilot Study, the coffee grounds aroma had the lowest physical 

performance readings and highest stress readings. Although, at this time, it 

is unclear if this reaction is due because of the aroma itself or if caregivers 

associated the smell with negative memories of the Emergency Department – 

further studies will need to be performed focusing primarily on this scent to 

determine its effects.  
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The citrus essential oils (bergamot and ginger) also had an unforeseen 

result regarding its physical reaction due in part because the Pilot Study 

revealed such a reduction in stress using ginger – leading to the hypothesis of 

citrus aromas being beneficial. Unfortunately, the Formal Study revealed 

only a mid to slightly above average reduction in physical stress. 

What is unsurprising to see in the physical stress results is the high 

outcome for the lavender and peppermint groups. Although the lavender 

group had the lowest skin temperature recorded during the study, the results 

from the stand-alone bio-feedback monitor and heart-rate monitor showed 

having the least amount of stress.  

 

Table 1: Table of the overall physical ranking scores and the measurements associated with it 

Similar to the physical results, lavender showed having the best test 

performance just above the odor group. It is once again assumed that because 
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of the relaxing properties of lavender, participants were able to take their 

time to correctly answer questions.  

The odor grouping had an unpredicted result of having the second best 

scores behind lavender. Even though more research may need to be 

considered prior to attempting a conclusion, it is assumed that the odor may 

not have negatively affected the participants for three potential reasons: 1) 

the odor was set next to the mannequin during the time of the study instead 

of near the computer where all of the aromas had been placed, possibly 

relieving stress or tension during the collection of test scores and physical 

measurements and/or 2) the odor was not “revolting” enough for the 

participants to fully notice, and/or 3) since the caregivers may have become 

used to experiencing unpleasant smells from working in an Emergency 

Department, they were not negatively affected by the odor. 

In contrast to results from the Pilot Study, the ginger group had the 

lowest test scores – even less than those in the coffee ground group. 

Although, no conclusive remarks can be made, it is possible that ginger and 

bergamot were the two most confused aromas – ones where participants were 

unable to identify the scent – and it is possible that, although pleasant, may 

have caused a distraction in the inability for participants to determine what 

they smelled.  
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Table 2: Overall test ranking and the tests that were included 

Mood mapping showcased a remarkable view into the thoughts of the 

participants for each aromatic environment. Information from each group 

was calculated by averaging out the positive and negative scores, and adding 

them together. The resulting number listed the average state of positivity the 

participant felt based on how high the number was. In the end, the 

peppermint group showed having the highest Mood Mapping score - feeling 

the most positive. Surprisingly, the odor group indicated having the second 

highest level of positivity, which could be the result of the participants 

themselves or the potential ability for caregivers to simply “tune-out” to odor.  

However, what is shocking to see, is that both citrus aromas ranked 

near the bottom of the Mood Mapping scores.  These results could indicate 

that participants may perform better with the knowledge of what they are 

exposed to, and/or the average caregiver may feel more negative or depressed 
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when exposed to citrus essential oils. In addition, the coffee grounds group 

showed having the second lowest Mood Mapping score slightly above the 

ginger group. This ranking indicates that participants from this group felt 

less positive emotions than other aromatic environments. 

 

Table 3: Mood mapping ranking among aromatic groupings 

Overall scores were taken from the physical performances, test scores, 

and emotional positivity. Each aromatic environment was then listed from 

best (7 points) to lowest (1 point) and all of the points were added together to 

find the overall result between each smell. Below is the list of aromatic 

environments and how they ranked based on all of the information collected 

throughout the study.  

Based on the final results, the two essential oils most common in 

current research compared to the others used in this study (lavender and 

peppermint) proved to be the most affective in enhancing caregiver 
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performance based on the physical, emotional, and accuracy of tasks. In 

addition to showing one of the highest performance rankings, Mentha 

piperita (peppermint) resulted in having four of the eight respondents choose 

the aroma as their favorite at the beginning of the study, although only one of 

these participants eventually experienced the aroma during the study. 

What appears to be surprising is that the second best aromatic 

environment used, following lavender and peppermint, is ‘odor’. In 

considering the amount of potentially foul odors that emanate in the 

Emergency Department, the average person may initially assume that it 

negatively affects the performance of the caregivers working within those 

environments; however, it appears that just the opposite is occurring. It is 

possible that because Emergency Department caregivers are constantly 

introduced to foul odors – even those worse than the one used during this 

study – they develop a tolerance to un-pleasantries or learn to cope with, or 

ignore, the odor, in order to be able to perform their duties.  

On the other hand, it appears that the tool caregivers use during these 

odorous instances in some Emergency Departments (coffee grounds) is 

negatively affecting the performance of these individuals. This aroma could 

potentially be due to its overuse and association to adverse instances in 

emergency settings which, in turn, is causing a performance reduction.  
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Table 4: Final overall ranking for each aromatic environment tallying results from the overall 
stress, overall test, and mood mapping rankings 

Limitations 

Because the contract for the Formal Study was between Arizona State 

University and Banner Health, only Banner Health employees were eligible 

to participate in the study. Do to this limitation, the investigator was unable 

to reach out to other healthcare systems unless an additional IRB process 

took place at that system’s facility or at a third-party location. Although 

results from the study were not affected by this limitation, it did reduce the 

potential number of active participants.  

In conjunction with the above limitation, the variety of caregiver types 

(Registered Nurses, Technicians, Physicians, etc.) was unevenly distributed 

due to the small sample size of this study. Although, the majority of the 
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participants were Registered Nurses, different caregiver types interact with 

the patient or potential odor uniquely. 

Implications for Future Research 

This section will discuss the potential implications for future research 

based on the information gathered from this thesis.  

The first potential opportunity to further review is the possibility of 

comparing liked aromas with those used during the study. Do to the number 

of active participants in the Formal Study, some information, which the 

investigator would have liked to have analyzed deeper, was unachievable. At 

the beginning of each session, participants were allowed the opportunity to 

waft the five different pleasant aromas, and were asked to determine which 

of the five they found most enjoyable. Had more participants contributed to 

the data collection, information could potentially determine if a favorite 

aroma affected the individual more so than not using the favorite aroma 

during the tasks. For instance, if one participant named the smell of 

peppermint as their favorite among the five given to them, and received that 

same aroma during the study, would the effects of that aroma cause a higher 

reaction than if that person had chosen lavender as their preferred scent but 

were exposed to peppermint during the study? This research could further 

question performance and how smell affect caregivers in an emergency 

setting by determining if a single pleasant smell would affect every staff 

person at the same degree, or if caregivers would be more effective at 

managing their tasks by using choice aromas on their own persons. 
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The second potential opportunity for advanced research is to further, 

more intensely, how current smells are affecting caregivers in typical 

Emergency Departments. Based on the findings from both the pilot study and 

the formal study, the average participant performed at a higher stress level 

and made more mistakes when the smell of coffee grounds was present than 

any other odor or aroma. The concern lies in the idea that many Emergency 

Departments use this technique of exposing coffee grounds as a way to absorb 

foul odors in the department; however, they are unaware of the negative 

effects it is causing for the staff. 

Closing 

This thesis looked at how the average person and the typical 

Emergency Department caregiver are affected by olfactory stimuli – both 

pleasant and unpleasant. Based on initial research and findings from the 

pilot study, the hypothesis assumed that the aroma of coffee grounds would 

show to not only be ineffective in performance enhancement, but reduce the 

physical stress levels of participants. However, after findings from the pilot 

study revealed an astonishing performance from the ginger group, the 

hypothesis assumed citrus essential oils may be the foundation to this 

positive result. Unfortunately results from the formal study did not mimic 

the pilot study results in the way of concluding the effectiveness of citrus oils. 

Final conclusions indicate that there is a vast amount of research that stills 

needs to be considered in looking at the environmental conditions caregivers 

are placed in. Although it is easy to quickly assume a foul odor would bring 

upon negative reactions and increased stress, it is important to note who the 
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actors are and what factors they are currently dealing with. By looking 

further into, and potentially solving, this question of how caregivers are 

affected by olfactory stimuli, designers and medical staff are better able to 

cater to the needs of their clients - whether that is the patient or the person 

caring for them.  
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APPENDIX E 
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Greetings! 

I am a graduate student in the Design in Heath and Healing 

Environment program in the college of Design at Arizona State University. 

 I am conducting a research study to determine if odors and aromas 

can affect the performance of caregivers (nurses) within an Emergency 

Department. 

I am recruiting individuals (both male and female and ages 18-65) to 

determine how these smells effect performance with basic tasks which will 

take approximately one hour. Individuals may be exposed to pleasant smells 

or unpleasant smells during this period of time. These tests will have flexible 

scheduling which you may be able to select on the online application.  

Your participation in this study is voluntary but greatly appreciated. 

All participants, except for those who are, or may be pregnant, are strongly 

encouraged to participate. If you have any questions concerning the research, 

please contact me at cclark7@asu.edu 

 For further information and a quick application/questionnaire to 

participate in this study, please visit:  

cotb.me/thesis/pilot 

Your participation is greatly appreciated! 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Carina Clark 

cclark7@asu.edu  
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APPENDIX H 

Pilot Study Participants Application Questions 
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APPENDIX I 

Pilot Study Participant Confirmation Email 
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APPENDIX K 

Pilot Study Student Equipment Authorization 
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APPENDIX L 

Pilot Study Informed Consent 
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APPENDIX M 

Pilot Study Beck Anxiety Inventory 
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Focus group questions 

Questions after each study 

 

• How was this experience for you? 

• Have you experienced any difficulties performing these tasks? 

• Did you notice any environmental influences? 

• Do you believe these influences affected your performance in these 

tasks? 

• How do you believe it affected your performance? 

 

As you may be aware based on the name of the study, that I am 

looking into if and how performance can be affected by odors and aromas. 

 

• Did you notice any smells? 

• What did you smell? 

• Did you like the smell? 

• What do you believe you smelled? 

• Did the smell bring any memories once you recognized it? 

• Do you think the smell made this experience more 

pleasant/difficult 

• Do you feel you would be able to spend a work day (8-12) hours 

with this smell lingering? 

• Would you prefer another smell than the one currently being used? 

What would you prefer? 

• Do you think that a simple smell, like the one experienced today, 

could influence a nurse in an ED? Why? 
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Formal Study Banner Health IRB Approval 
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Formal Study Arizona State University IRB Approval 
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Formal Study Email Recruitment Example 
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